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Abstract
This research study was carried out at FundaciónAlianza Social Educativa(ASE),
which is an educational institute for complementary studies, where English is taught as a course
with different levels. This Study was conducted through the application of feedback process as
part of performance-based assessment (PBA)to improve the speaking skills on conversational
students at ASE. The main objective of this project is to identify the effects of applying feedback
process (FP) in oral production through PBA to improve oral production skillson students
inconversational English at ASE foundation.
The participants of this study are sixteen students from twelve to fifty-three years
old, belonging to an English conversational level. The current study adopted the experimental
design by splitting the students into one experimental group that used FP as treatment, and one
controlled group that had non-treatment. Instruments such as pre-test, post-test, surveys,
checklists and observation journals helped to collect qualitative and quantitative data. Pre-service
teachers used content analysis through an inductive way to analyze the data collected. The
categories and results were supported by units of analysis such as texts, numerical statistics,
graphs and tables.
The findings of the study show that FP as part of PBA has important positive effects
on students‘ speaking skills by assessing students with formative assessment instead of
summative assessment. The results also show that students learn how to recognize and selfcorrect their own mistakes by speaking all the time in English while receiving constantly
assessment of their personal oral production issues.
Key words:Students, performance-based assessment, feedback, oral production skills.
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Resumen
Este estudio de investigación se llevó a cabo en la Fundación Alianza Educativa
Social ( ASE ), que es un instituto educativo para estudios complementarios, donde el Inglés se
enseña como un curso con diferentes niveles. Este estudio se llevó a cabo mediante la aplicación
del proceso de retroalimentación como parte de la evaluación basada en la presentación (PBA)
para mejorar las habilidades de hablar sobre los estudiantes de conversación en ASE. El objetivo
principal de este proyecto es identificar los efectos de la aplicación del proceso de
retroalimentación (FP) en la producción oral a través de PBA para mejorar la producción oral en
estudiantes de Inglés conversacional en base ASE.
Los participantes de este estudio son dieciséis estudiantes, de doce hasta cincuenta y
tres años de edad, pertenecientes a un nivel de conversación inglés. En el estudio se adoptó el
diseño experimental mediante el fraccionamiento de los estudiantes en un grupo experimental
que utiliza FP como tratamiento y un grupo control que no tenía ningún tratamiento.
Instrumentos como pre-test, post-test, encuestas, listas de verificación y revistas de observación
ayudaron a recolectar datos cualitativos y cuantitativos. Los profesores en formación utilizan el
análisis de contenido a través de un camino inductivo para analizar los datos recogidos. Las
categorías y los resultados fueron apoyados por unidades de análisis, tales como textos,
estadísticas numéricas, gráficos y tablas.
Los resultados del estudio muestran que la FP como parte de PBA tiene importantes
efectos positivos en la expresión oral de los estudiantes mediante la evaluación de los alumnos
con la evaluación formativa en lugar de la evaluación sumativa. Los resultados también muestran
que los estudiantes aprenden a reconocer y auto- corregir sus propios errores al hablar todo el
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tiempo en Inglés mientras recibe constantemente evaluación de sus problemas de producción
orales personales.
Palabras clave: estudiantes, evaluación basada en el presentación, retroalimentación, habilidades
en la producción oral.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The acquisition and development of oral skills is determinant for the study of a second
language. In the development of oral skills, numerous processes come along with it, for instance,
perception, memory, cognition, understanding, sequencing and classification, among others. Oral
production is the main topic of this study. It is based on the hypothesis that oral production is one
of the most important and harder skills to develop during the study of a second language. The
purpose of this research is to enhance the students‘ oral production, using feedback as part of
Performance Based Assessment (PBA) on students at Alianza Social Educativa (ASE).
Understand Feedback process (FP) as the way to split the students‘ oral performances
into stages such as, vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, coherence and fluency is an attempt to
review the students‘ weaknesses. Then, teachers can design specific activities to enhance those
problems and apply an evaluation taking into account the real context of the students speaking
skills. Performance based assessment (PBA) acts as the strategy to review how well the students
can perform orally over real tasks or real contexts. PBA unveils the students‘ habits when
designing a speech and speaking, engaging feedback process as a complement to construct a
benchmark that increases their level systematically.
The teaching practices in foreign language classroom have changed substantially,
particularly in the promotion of oral skills. Differences are notable in diverse classroom
activities, with the emphasis on group activities, learners working more freely, coming up with
managing their own activities, having as a result the reduction of the teacher‘s role. Additionally,
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methods based on investigation into the learning of second languages that work on organized and
authentic tasks, address the effectiveness of creative and spontaneous conversations and
exchanges among students.
Thus, English as a Foreign Language (EFL) classes are becoming more student-centered,
allowing teachers the opportunity of developing classes by using different teaching options like
alternatives in assessment. The new practices target oral skills development; bringing much
more task-based material, including problem solving, thinking games, role-plays, and
interpretation activities, using sound and visual stimulation.
The need to minimize communicative stress is a common concern amongst teachers.
There are many factors that can affect students‘ willingness to participate in conversations and
oral activities. The factors explored in this research over the students‘ abilities such as: grammar,
vocabulary, fluency and pronunciation pose a high challenge to evaluate if students can perform
well any single task provided. Even if they feel comfortable holding a conversation or using what
they have learnt through English classes, facts such as: unclear context, bad memory, hesitation,
nervous and lack of practice decrease the oral performance level. Thus the application of both,
PBA and FP help to prioritize the most noticeable weaknesses on students.
1.2 Justification
To start with, we, as English teachers, are truly convinced this research project is worth
doing with the students‘ needs in ASE foundation because of the multi-level challenge that
involve approximately 20 students with different ages and learning backgrounds. This sets a
wide range for this research project, fitting perfectly to the students‘ low level when performing
orally (speaking skills‘ weaknesses.) Furthermore, the ASE context is suitable to apply PBA and
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FP theories as the core because these contribute to understand, since the first class, the oral
construction difficulties, helping teachers to design specific activities to treat each student case.
Finally, as researchers, we find this project quite interesting and helpful because it allows to
understand and to take into account the students‘ reality when teaching, assessing or evaluating.
The pre-service teachers noticed two important factors during the teaching process, which
directly affected English speaking proficiency in multilevel students at ASE and their
performance inside the classroom. The teacher-researchers observed how the students are
accustomed to grammar and language-oriented classes through speaking activities in the
classroom. All the classes focused on receptive skills, such as listening and reading skills, while
neglecting the productive skills of speaking and writing. Therefore, this English course does not
point to stimulate communicative skills; thus, the students almost never expressed orally their
ideas using a second language. This affected negatively the attempt to teach English language by
taking into account the students‘ reality.
Moreover, during the first stage of our pedagogical practice, we noticed that students
were not motivated to improve their speaking skills according to the topics proposed for the
course. In fact, students tended to show apathy and fear when teachers demanded oral tasks by
suggesting a change in the main task, also demanding reading and writing activities. Thus, most
of the students‘ answers were on repetition and previous reading exercises as a way to reference
the vocabulary without making sense about the topic they were talking.
Finally, this project aids in the strengthening of the pre-service learning as it emphasizes
the students‘ motivation and the opportunity to understand better their reality, assessing all the
variables in order to design a better use of English through performance-based assessment. The
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pre-service teachers also noticed how performance based assessment helps feeding the practicum
with useful characteristics, like validity and reliability, these concepts and their implications,
which are in chapter two, reveal the importance of researching different ways to assess
1.3 Purpose of Study
Many aspects may influence students‘ oral proficiency: anxiety, lack of vocabulary,
motivation, and linguistic skills, among others. This study primarily aims to identify oral
production problems and their influence on the EFL learning so that feedback partakes as part of
performance based assessment on students‘ speaking skills. We observed that the students at
ASE barely have adequate information about their oral performance in English.
Often teachers tend to evaluate students‘ performance at the end of each class, instead of
using assessment as the core to learn a second language. Therefore, we plan to monitor students
and provide them with constant guidance in their performance by assessing their English
speaking in class. Performance based assessment (PBA) is the main tool to improve students‘
oral production in this study. We believe that if students know what oral performance is expected
and their speaking skills are constantly assessed, they will improve noticeably at the end of the
research.
1.4 Statement of the problem
The project took place at Alianza Social Educativa Foundation, an institution where
people from Bogotá and surrounding areas can take English courses for different purposes, such
as job training, hobbies, or complementary education. The intermediate English course of the
Saturday program is at Colegio Jose Asuncion Silva, in Quirigua neighborhood. The students
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range from twelve years old to fifty- three years old. Despite the large age range, students were
placed in the same classroom. The big gap between students‘ age posed many challenges for
teaching and gaining English proficiency. We observed that students encounter difficulties when
performing different kinds of oral production, such as, explanations, discussions, speech, and
basic oral reports. Thus, the main aim of the project is to identify the effects of feedback process
as part of performance based assessment to improve speaking proficiency.
All the students accepted in Alianza Social Educativa have different social backgrounds;
most of them are homemakers, high school or college students, repair people, or public bus
drivers. All of them joined the English course without having previous successful language
experiences. During our intership, we noted the lack of language abilities such as absence of
vital vocabulary, language structure, and difficulty to understand phonetics and syntax for
complex sentences at any oral activity in English. Therefore, we decided to work on oral
proficiency, taking into account their difficulties when performing orally, such as fluency,
intonation, stress, accuracy, and grammar: these factors seem to affect directly the students‘
confidence when communicating ideas.
As a result, we decided to use alternatives in assessment by taking into account the
teacher‘s roll of mediator inside the classroom to the students‘ oral production in each activity
performed in the classroom. According to Une-aree (1991), ―performance based assessment
consists of any form of assessment in which students construct a response orally or in writing‖
(p.2). Une-aree also states that all classes ―must be taught instructional or non-instructional,
expecting simply oral reports or any writing samples but the students may face some different
situations when performing hard situations explaining their ideas‖ (Une-aree, 1991, p.2). Thus,
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many of the EFL students at ASE did not have the opportunity to learn how to express complex
thinking skills in English, so many had a disadvantage when responding to these types of tasks in
oral communication assessment.
In sum, this project tends to identify issues and problems of English proficiency
assessment, while proposing performance based assessment as a useful tool to create the most
suitable classroom activities for demanding oral production performances, especially through
feedback stages of performance based assessment. The process aims to enhance students‘ oral
production skills without forgetting receptive skills.
1.5 Research question
This study looks for answering the following research question:
What are the effects of feedback process through performance based assessment on
English conversational students‘ oral production skills at ASE foundation?
1.6 Objectives
General
To identify the effects of applying feedback process in oral production through PBA to
improve oral production skill on conversational English students at ASE foundation
Specific
To identify the oral production problems and their influence on the learners‘ learning.
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To compare and contrast the performance based assessment (PBA) and traditional
assessment on the students‘ oral performance.
To evaluate students‘ oral production skills through feedback process as part of
performance based assessment.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
When talking about Performance-Based Assessment, we must review the construction of
its concept. After a bunch of investigations and studies on the way to assess students‘
performances, looking for fairness and accuracy in order to avoid giving advice instead of
feedback, authors have modified the concept (See Bachman and Palmer, 1996; Wiggins, 2012;
McNamara, 1996). They have transformed the concept making it evolve from Alternative
Assessments to the latest known in this project, Performance- Based Assessment.

2.1 Alternative Assessment (AA)
Alternative assessment is all tools teacher researchers can use to evaluate English
proficiency during any language process applied inside the classroom. Lynch (2001) states, ―that
in order to understand the meaning of alternative assessment and its potential to contribute, along
with testing, to our ability to make informed decisions and judgments about individual language
ability. In this sense, alternative assessment describes more than just procedures and methods.‖
(p. 175). Speaking can be considered as an alternative to assess students‘ language improvement
because through activities of the king can gather information to rate the student‘s oral
production.
2.2 Alternatives in Assessment (AIA)
“Alternatives in assessment‖ is a new approach that is not far from alternative
assessment. Different authors interpret it in different ways. For instance, Brown (1998) and
McNamara (1996), relate it to their experience or studies. The meaning ―Alternatives
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assessment‖ has evolved through time taking into account the information gathered by those
teachers in English language learning who used this form of evaluation. For instance, ―HuertaMacias enumerates some alternative assessment procedures as checklists, journals, logs,
videotapes, audiotapes, self-evaluation, and teacher observations‖ (Derakhshan 2011, p.173). In
addition, he starts to talk about an alternative to standardized testing. In here, the author talks
about how teachers can select any standardized test, taking into account the language features
used in class, giving the opportunity to act as the way to evaluate the skill selected at the end of
the process, and how the standardized tests cannot be separated one from another. As mentioned
by Brown & Hudson (1998):
They criticize alternative assessments on three grounds stating that the phrase alternative
assessment may itself be somehow destructive because it implies three things:
(a) These assessment procedures (like alternative music and the alternative press) are
somehow a completely new way of doing things,
(b) They are somehow completely separate and different, and
(c) They are somehow exempt from the requirements of responsible test construction and
decision-making. Brown & Hudson (1998)

They further view procedures like portfolios, oral performances, diaries, self-assessments,
and peer assessment not as alternative assessment but rather as alternatives in assessment. All
these language teachers have applied methods to assess students, but the new concepts in
assessment (standardized tests, portfolios, diaries, performance assessment focused in the
students‘ needs), which are just an addition to those already known assessment procedures, are
regarded as the product of evolution, and are termed alternatives in assessment. This expresses
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the way of doing new things by using the existing tools, which includes different teaching
approaches. However, alternatives in assessment is considered as a new approach of evaluation;
it provides teacher-researchers with new steps allowing a deep interaction with the student‘s
learning process, and working with all the information provided. It not only improves a score,
but also helps the students to understand their strengths and weaknesses. Thus, ―the difference
between Alternative assessment and Alternative in assessment is the new procedures and
developments in a long tradition‖ (Brown & Hudson, 1998, p.176) Assessment is not just a
simple reflection where teachers think about quality. It should be about how good or how bad a
student is at a subject. It is also a way to guide students to a better way of learning, complete
with awareness about the activities they are developing inside and outside of the classroom,
constructing solid foundations of knowledge.
McNamara (2011) states that ―Teachers are not even involved in thinking of
performances against a particular benchmark. Even when performances of the same individual at
different points are compared, it should be sought largely descriptively and qualitatively and not
as the result in questions of score comparison‖ (as cited in Derakhshan, 2011, p. 177). This is
why teachers must define from the beginning the priority to assess within the student‘s English
learning process. It should happen from addressing the language feature and stimulating the skill
or skills selected to improve. This process is the alternative approach to assess (AATA), another
possibility from the alternative assessment evolution and another step that we carried out during
this project.
The last two meanings, AIA and AATA, have the same root. Alternatives in assessment
specify the use of some procedures such as Performance-Based Assessment, which is the
assessment approach selected for this project, as well as checklist and standardized tests in order
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to evaluate everything about the English language learning and the oral proficiency, which is the
target skill to improve. However, as mentioned by Derakhshan‘s study (2011).
―Alternative assessment and all other derived concepts (alternative-assessments, alternatives in assessment, and alternative approach to assessment) are
trendy buzzwords which can be placed along the same continuum with little or no major
pedagogical and practical differences. Tests are still the same tests with the same
purposes that they used to serve.‖(p.177)
The alternative in assessment that we used in this project, Performance-Based
Assessment, helps see the students‘ language improvement along the whole process.
2.3 Performance -based Assessment (PBA)
Performance-.Based Assessment is an assessment approach that evaluates all the aspects
about students‘ English language learning and oral proficiency, which is the target skill to
improve in this project.
As teacher-researchers, we have the awareness that most of English teachers in EFL
classes give limited appreciations of students‘ oral performances, giving no detailed description,
giving neither detailed information nor the criteria to evaluate. It turns the assessment into a
subjective judgment from teachers; affecting the students self-corrections, and the learning
grading process. That simplifies the term ―assessment‖ to a number in a list, to a piece of advice,
omitting the importance about giving feedback to students after any language task performed.
Wiggins, (2012) affirms, ―It is not uncommon to hear educators say (Good job!) and (Try harder
next time!), as feedback is information about what happened, in light of a goal; there is no praise,
blame, or advice, just actionable data from some result‖(p.23). Taking into account these
concepts and being aware about the importance the students give to good feedback in order to
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improve their oral skill, we selected Performance based assessment and its feedback process as
the core of this project.
Performance-based assessment is applicable to this project because it works especially
with productive skills, such as oral and writing skills. In addition, it is a way to assess language
proficiency, which intends to use interactive contexts in order to create a suitable languagelearning scene. The students determined the scenario for their oral performances, as teachers
conducted this project through some instructions designed for students. Those instructions are
coherent to students‘ ability, allowing pre-service teachers demand some language functions.
Une aree (2006) states, ―The language functions may include seeking and giving information,
comparing, analyzing, justifying, solving problems, or synthesizing.‖ (p.3). Those functions will
permit pre-service teachers to gather useful data in order to make a deeper assessment about
students‘ oral proficiency, averting use a single number as feedback /assessment. Thus, PBA is
an alternative in assessment, being the main product of the evolution of that concept through the
time. PBA could be used in any EFL scenario where language apprenticeship is the objective.
Nevertheless, teachers or pre-service teachers must fathom PBA and its strategies in order to get
positive findings in their classes.
Because of PBA, we can use checklist and observations formats designed for speaking
assessment instead the well-known tests; multiple-choice questions, true false or matching test.
Checklist and observation formats help us with wider reviews, keeping the trace on the scores
and data about the real level of each oral performance.
Checklists are useful tools for describing the goals that students might achieve. In oral
presentations, a checklist is a common means of scoring evaluation. Holistic scores are tempting
to use for their apparent practicality. Checklist reliability can vary if clear standards for scoring
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are not maintained. Checklist authenticity can be supported in all its items to contribute to an
effective presentation. The feedback effect of such a checklist will be enhanced by written
comments from the teacher (Brown, 2004).
Observation journal is useful to researchers in a variety of ways. They provide
researchers with ways to check for nonverbal expression of feelings, determine who interacts
with whom, grasp how students communicate with each other, and check for how much time is
spent on their oral performances activities (Schmuck, 1997). Participant observation allows
researcher-teachers to check vocabulary, use of grammar, fluency that students use in their oral
performances while giving them feedback.
2.4 Feedback process through PBA
Miller (2000) suggests, ―An advantage of PBA is that it is done with methods that more
accurately reflect the teaching and learning process, rather than with ―a summative measure of
the effects of schooling‖ (as cited in Wiggins, 1989, p.41). Pre-service teachers can give better
classes by splitting the class‘ development in four steps called feedback. Wiggin´s four feedback
stages provide the guidance for the teacher –researchers of the current project to plan the class in
a more effective manner. The first feedback provides a clear instruction to students in order to
clarify doubts before transferring the information from teacher to students. The second feedback
comes when the students have received all the information; that is when the teacher should
review constantly the students‘ progress, designing a type of filter in order to debug the
dysfunctional information. The third provides a new feedback according to students‘ oral
performances; teachers should use the information gathered in order to establish a goal when
speaking future students´ performances. Finally, the last feedback takes into account the useful
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information such as students´ self-correction and their improvement though the whole feedback
process, but the teacher needs to be clear and specific when summarizing the ideas and giving
the best coordinates to the students.
Wiggins (1992) suggests that when applying performance - based assessment, pre-service
teachers need to take into account some important items in order to design tests that would assess
the students‘ oral performances inside the classroom. First, pre-service teachers need to
understand the meaning of reliability. Wiggins stated that you have to know the behavior you are
looking for and have enough evidence to feel confident that the score given is apt and
representative. Practice and refine the scoring process, design rubrics and get a proper training
with pre-readings and some additional information.
Pre-service teachers need to understand first their practicum context after applying some
different tests such as multiple-choice tests or single tests, trying to identify the most common
issues related to oral proficiency in order to re-design those already existing tests. In fact, it
would help pre-service teachers when giving feedback to the students according to their oral
performances. Wiggins (1992) explains that then, pre-service teachers have to understand the
meaning of validity, which suggests, ―Just because a task is authentic doesn‘t mean it is valid for
inferring mastery of complex capacity‖ (p.36). If the task that pre-service teachers design is
about demanding students to write an essay, how would pre-service teachers know this writing
process can be useful to other kind of writing tasks? Furthermore, generalizability helps the
process of validity inside for performance-based assessment, giving the possibility to pre-service
teachers to consider the assessment further than a single activity. It means pre-service teachers
can generalize the student´s results thinking about some other similar tasks. For instance, the
information that is useful from a simple oral conversation can be useful to any oral explanation,
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reviewing the common aspects between simple oral conversation and oral explanation.
According to Wiggins (1992), ―Assessment and liability systems are built around local work,
collected over the time. That provides teacher-researchers to select from a portfolio, rubrics or
any source of information about students, many samples of the same kind of oral performances
work in order to analyze them‖(p.36).
For this project, we support the four feedback stages by using seven keys to effective
feedback suggested by Wiggins (1992).
1. Goal-Reference
Be stating any try of feedback, pre-service teachers need to set the goal to achieve as a
benchmark to guide students. No matter whether the goal is implicit in the process, the students
have to be aware about the challenge proposed.
2. Tangible and transparent
There are many expressions that teachers use when reporting good things, bad things, or
something to change after students‘ performances, such as, look for a different word‖ or ―don‘t
say more long, say longer‖ in fact there is not context given to students about the comments
made. Even there is not a specific part of the class intended to fathom on a reflexive feedback.
―Sometimes, even when the information is tangible and transparent, the performances don‘t
obtain it either because they don‘t look for it or because they are too busy performing to focus on
the effects.‖ (Wiggins, 2012, p.22)
3. Actionable
The teacher´s feedback treatment, characterized by poor descriptive situations, would
lead the students into a confusing scenario, where there is no credibility about the good aspects
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or bad aspects in their performances. So, an actionable step demands teachers to be as much
descriptive as possible instead of presenting the information collected in a simple manner.
4. User-Friendly
After p re- service teachers have collected enough data from students‘ oral performances,
there would be many items to offer as feedback. Too much information given to students
supposes poor corrections, and new confusing oral performances. Thus, pre-service teachers
have to prioritize those problematic aspects in order to give useful feedback.
5. Timely
For this project, we have designed four feedback stages based on Wiggins (1992) in
order to give feedback as sooner as students need to counterattack those negative aspects shown
in their oral performances. Hence, there is no reason to keep the information until the end of the
process because students can lose the context and the opportunity to correct what teachers are
demanding. In fact, the four stage feedback allows pre-service teachers to act immediately just
when required, for example after a repetitive mistake made by students.
6. Ongoing
Thinking about enhancing students‘ speaking skills during and post oral performances,
we noticed the importance of setting a space inside of the same class session, where students can
implement teacher´s feedback. It specially works in real time, when teachers expect successful
changes towards better results in later students‘ oral performances.
Most of the time, even in feedback process, especially by time issues; there is no chance
to re-edit the students‘ performances. Teachers have to use the data coming from students‘
errors, trying to show the path in order to start again. No matter how many times students have to
set their fail as the benchmark, the learning comes from feedback.
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7. Consistent
In feedback, to be consistent demands to be clear with the comments given to the
students, supporting any idea using rubrics, or in this project‘s case, checklist. Wiggins (2012)
affirms, ―Teachers need to look at student work together, becoming more consistent over time
and formalizing their judgments in highly descriptive rubrics‖ (p.34) Accuracy in feedback is
necessary in order to avoid confusing, complex judgments that reduce the effectiveness, and
quality in students‘ oral production.
Performance based-assessment allows us to work on any topic using greater emphasis on
the content, which helps to cover any topics with more precision than a simple performance
class. It means we can manage the information deeper, filtering it to the students and focusing on
fewer things than a normal class. Dunbar, (1991) suggests, ―Developers of performance- based
assessments must be careful to make sure that adequate content is covered‖ (p.7). Moreover, preservice teachers can work with a sense of ‗meaningfulness‘. If students work on one or two
language features per class and pre-service teachers show a non-extended content to work, then
the students would be committed to perform any topic with a better quality at the end of the
class. Teachers should spend more time reinforcing each language feature presented. Dunbar
(1991) argues, ―We believe that lack of motivation for students to perform well on some
standardized assessments may contribute to lower than expected scores‖ (p.8). Furthermore, in a
normal class with normal assessment, where the evaluation is just by scores (numbers), and the
teaching process is just with one feedback in any task, the students would be less interested,
showing lower motivation about going on with language features or any task inside of the
classroom. In fact, they can perceive they are not well involved in the learning process, judging
the teacher‘s method as a traditional method. Moreover, the students already know how to
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interact in traditional classes because they learnt well how to behave in this kind of English
language learning classes. In addition, it is pertinent to clarify that motivation is not the clue in
the process. Motivation has more to do with the adequate content that pre-service teachers have
to design for PBA classes.
McNamara (2001) states assessment as ―any deliberate, sustained and explicit reflection
by teachers (and by learners) on the qualities of a learner‘s work‖ (p.343). He further
demonstrates that, while most performance- assessment procedures require such reflection as a
key component, it should not be confined to those contexts in which formal reports or wholeclass comparisons (class tests) are involved. Instead, teachers and learners can engage in
systematic reflection on the characteristics of an individual performance as an aid to the
formulation of learning goals in a variety of contexts.
Likewise, there is a transition between what is been taught, what is been learnt, what is
been reflected and what is been transmitted to the students in order to expect a real assessment
situation, thinking about final learning. That is why feedback is an important item inside the
language - learning process under alternatives in assessment. We have to understand, first, how
constructed feedback is and how important it is to transmit it. As a reflective process, it needs to
have a careful design before transmitting it to the students by taking into account their language
background. Freeman & Freeman (1998) state ―When teachers center their curriculum on their
learners‘ experiences and interests, they build students‘ self-esteem and expand the potential of
English language learners in a natural way‖ (p.7).
Assessment is a non-ending process in which teachers need to be aware of each data
coming from students‘ performances. That is why teachers need to construct the feedback after
reviewing the language features taught in class, taking up assessment as a reflective process to
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everyone inside the classroom. It means more than just giving a simple score when students
finish any performance. The idea is to go beyond and apply the feedback structure, where all the
students are receiving specific details about their strengths and weaknesses.
Brown & Hudson (1998) states that teenager students between twelve and fourteen years
old, belonging to a medium class, were under the same assessment procedure most of the
teachers knew how teachers gave the students a score at the end of the learning process, calling
this ―an assessment‖ without any useful feedback. As a result, the study intended to explain the
possible results after providing feedback before starting a project or any task in class. For
instance, if teacher asks about an oral explanation about environment where students need to use
comparatives and superlatives, it is necessary to apply the four feedback stages. Thus, teacher
needs to provide feedback before starting the presentation‘s design, then, feedback in the middle
of the process, when students interact with the contents. Subsequently, a feedback stage using all
the data collected during the students‘ presentation, and finally a big feedback, which mixes all
the information from the students‘ oral presentation. The findings in Brown and Hudson‘s study
were different bearing in mind that the same assessment process was done by assessing just a
single skill. The feedback stages show wider results because the students showed more organized
and fluent oral performances. The results of (Derakhshan, 2011) study demonstrated how the
differences between experts about alternatives in assessment lead the EFL teachers to a better
comprehension about the process. This process replaces the importance of scores as numbers by
well-constructed comments and strategies to increase English oral proficiency.
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2.5 Validity and Reliability in PBA
Huerta-Macías (1995) stated,
―Alternatives in assessment are in and of themselves valid, due to the direct nature of the
assessment. Consistency is ensured by the auditability of the procedure (leaving evidence
of decision-making processes), by using multiple tasks, by training judges to use clear
criteria, and by triangulating any decision making process with varied sources of data
(for example, journals, interviews, and checklist). Alternatives in assessment consist of
valid and reliable procedures that avoid many of the problems inherent in traditional
testing including norming, linguistic, and cultural biases” (p. 10)

Teaching has been "holistic, fixed phenomenon waiting to be observed, and measured"
(Merriam, 1988, p. 167). As such, any attempt to assess students‘ performance necessarily will
be fraught with difficulties. Nonetheless, we establish the assessment to give an account
student‘s performance accurately.

Reliability and validity must be in any measurement procedure. Reliability according to
Sullivan (2011) refers to ―whether an assessment instrument such as checklist gives the same
results each time it is used in the same setting with the same type of subjects, reliability
essentially means coherence results‖. On the other hand, validity in our project refers to how
accurately the practicum with the students answers the project questions and the strength of our
conclusions. For outcome measures such as observation journal and checklist, validity refers to
the accuracy of measurement, to how well the assessment tool actually measures the underlying
outcome of our interest.
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Validity and reliability have to deal with the assessment of students‘ oral performances
with the appropriate criteria that involves grammar, pronunciation, fluency and vocabulary, for
different levels of English, which is the concern in this research. In the following paragraph, the
concepts of validity and reliability will clarified in accordance with the application they have in
PBA.
Validity and reliability are always a concern regardless of the type of tasks that we use.
With PBA, validity is important to consider because we made observations of the students´ oral
performances and we tried avoid issues like students´ doubts about their scores, with the validity
in the oral performance process. It is highly important to use appropriate criteria for assessment,
for this, we consult sources such as checklists which were adapted to ensure the most important
items, such as grammar, fluency, vocabulary, and pronunciation, which were used for evaluation
and activities. According to Bachman (1990), validity has been the most important quality of test
by using checklists, which concerns the extent to which meaningful inferences can be drawn
from the checklist scores.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology
3.1 Participants
The population, main objective of this research, is composed of eleven young and four
adult people between 15 to 55 years old. They belong to the same English course according to
the ASE placement tests in order to set their English proficiency. Most of them belong to a
medium-low social stratum. Most of the cases, their families are composed of father, mother and
3 or 4 children, so their family members are numerous.
Young students study at school or at some informal institutions, where they do not have
to pay a lot for education. Therefore, this course acts as complementary education and as a real
opportunity of learning a second language. On the other hand, adult people take this course
thinking about an escape door of their realities as homemakers, bus drivers or informal sellers.
Thus, people with multilevel English proficiency learn English under the same language
program, taking this course just as an option.
ASE lets the teachers choose the teaching approach to use, leading us to set every English
class as an attempt to collect enough information about the issues and problems students have
related to oral production skills through the PBA and FP application.
3.2 Ethical Concern
In this project, we followed a list of ethical principles that would not affect the integrity
of the participants. First, we took into account the value of honesty in terms of collecting data
and results. Data constitutes the information collected from the surveys, observation journals and
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checklists. We applied them to the participants through the practicum time. Secondly, the
objectivity played an important role to avoid data misinterpretation.
We use a formal agreement signed to participate in this study and to allow future use of
the data gathered. This includes information about confidentiality to maintain the integrity of the
participants by acting sincerely and avoiding judging of their answers (Kvale, 1996). In addition,
we double-check the data collected make sure that the concepts established on the literature
review, and research design matches the results. (See appendix # 1)
3.3 Experimental Design
According to the U.S. Department of health and human services (―Research design,‖
n.d.). The experimental design is an approach or a study that permits to introduce a procedure
intentionally. This approach helps to take control over all the factors in order to expect or predict
the possible results. Then, teachers can evaluate the efficacy of the research project by
comparing both, the results of the experimental group and the results the control group. In
addition, this approach provides the possibility to manipulate the independent and outside
variables in an attempt to reduce errors and increase positive factors. Later in the process, the
comparison between groups will determine the success or the failure of the procedure.
According to Key (1997), there are some essentials to carry out an experimental design
properly such as identify and define the problem, formulate hypothesis and deduce
consequences, select groups of subjects, identify and control non-experimental factors, conduct
the experiment and apply the appropriate test. All of these in order to measure the efficacy of the
hypothesis at the end of the research process.
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This research study fits into an experimental research (ER) because the use of FP as part
of PBA requires constant observation in an attempt to avoid and manipulate the influence of
outside variables. We expect to measure and compare the applications of FP as part of PBA, and
the traditional assessment. Furthermore, this research project aims to split the students into one
experimental group, where the treatment is fully introduced, and one control group with no
treatment and no manipulation. Thus, ER helps us to analyze both, quantitative and qualitative
data.
We gathered useful information about the effects of applying Performance based
Assessment through feedback, comparing the results coming from the students‘ outcomes. One
of the vital components of experimental design is controlling conditions and variables, which
permits making a filter in order to avoid confusing data, which might affect the normal
development of the investigation.
All the situations evaluated in this study revealed the importance about implementing an
Experimental research. In fact, Field Experiment was the setting for this project because it
explains the way this study is conducted in a real-life-setting such as an English Classroom.
(Christensen, 2012).
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Experimental
group

FP through PBA

pre-test on speaking skills

Survey about learning
background and students’
needs

Conversational classes

PBA activities: Oral
performances

Checklists and feedback
comments

post-test on speaking
skills

Figure 1. Experimental Research Design
For the experimental group, we take into account first, the implementation of the FP as
part of PBA even in the design of the pre-test on speaking skills. The pre-test on speaking skills
is the way to diagnose the experimental students in order to have an idea of their real speaking
proficiency and their oral performance quality. Then, a survey about their learning background
provides enough information to understand the students‘ needs and their previous experiences
under the traditional styles. With all the previous information, we set the conversational classes,
being more precise about the way to implement FP as part of PBA.
We define the topics to use, the activities to construct the oral script and the activities to
reinforce the students‘ weaknesses. This information is offered by the application of the FP and
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the use of the checklist, which evaluates each oral skill during the students‘ oral performances.
Finally, a post-test, similar to the pre-test applied at the beginning of the process, determines the
effects of applying FP as part of PBA by comparing it with the results of the control group.

Traditional
Assessment
Control Group

Pre-test on
speaking skills

Oral
performances

post-test on
speaking
skills

Conversational
Classes

Figure 1.1 Control Group Design
For the control group we start with the pre-test on speaking skills, the same applied to the
experimental group, in an attempt to diagnose the students‘ oral proficiency. This information
also set the benchmark to compare the improvements or the retrogression of the students‘
speaking skills level at the end of the process. Later, we start with the conversational classes
under the traditional assessment. It means a simple explanation process, simple assessment
activities such as general comments of the students‘ oral performances and simple tests, which
also set the way to give feedback with numerical scale. After the normal course of the traditional
assessment, we apply the post-test on speaking skills to measure the effects of traditional
assessment on the students‘ speaking skills, and compare their results with the experimental
group.
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3.3.1 Independent Variable
The independent variable for this project is the FP and the one we can manipulate during
the research. The manipulation depends on the way we observe FP stimulates the students‘
learning and enhance the students‘ speaking proficiency. For instance, at the beginning, we used
three feedback assessment stages but later we realized four stages acted better. In fact, in the last
three conversational classes most of the experimental students did not need assessment because
of their improvements. Christensen (2012) states that the applicability, its effects on the
dependent variable, and changes elicited from it determine the results, providing useful data to
research questions. Besides, when managing the independent variable, we can gradually
manipulate it through individual activities in an attempt to balance the influence of the outside
variables such as mood and motivation. Thus, it provides more data and more details to take into
account later.
3.3.2 Dependent Variable
The dependent variable is the speaking skills. We cannot change this unique part during
this research project. It is the dependent variable because according to the influence of the
independent variable (FP) we can review the effects and the results, determining the impact of
the hypothesis we already set for this research. Thus, over the dependent variable we can
highlight the positive or negative effects by using FP as part of PBA.
We notice the importance of being aware about the dependent variable behavior after and
before making contact with the independent variable because later it provides the information
that will answer the research question, being the support for the research objectives.
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Thus, we have to form two groups of students, one stated as the experimental group and
another recognized as the control group. Both groups feed the thesis data expectations by the
differences in the treatment given to the participants.
3.4 Data Collection Instruments
3.4.1 Checklist
To start with, we use checklist to measure the quality, the improvement and the
proficiency of the students‘ oral performances. We can collect quantitative and qualitative data
using the numerical scale and the option to write comments in front of each skill measured
during the students‘ oral performances.
Checklists are useful tools to describe the goals that students might achieve and the way
the oral performance is going on. In oral presentations, a checklist is a common means of scoring
evaluation. There are holistic checklists that aim to provide an overall score of any performance
and analytic checklists that aim to provide sub-scores or detailed information about any
performance, being this suitable for the application of FP as part of PBA. Checklist reliability
can vary if clear standards for scoring are not maintained. Checklist authenticity contributes to an
effective presentation of the feedback effects, being enhanced by detailed comments from the
teacher (Brown, 2004).
On the other hand, we could observe students‘ oral performance over all the course
process, these observations had been formal and documented by using a checklist, we observed
and assessed students‘ oral performance through activities such as role plays, describing pictures,
and retelling situations. Checklist can be for formative ongoing assessment to monitor students‘
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progress in oral skills. Burke (2010), describes a checklist ―as a strategy to monitor specific skills
of individual students or all the students in the class‖ this author suggest that ―teacher uses
checklist for formative assessment by focusing on any skill‖ this way checklist indicate if
students are improving or accomplishing the listed objectives.
The checklists are useful tools to determine what make the performance successful
because after analyzing each criterion trough the scale selected; 1, 2 and 3, being 1 poor
performance, 2 good performances and 3 successful performances, we can give detailed
feedback comments to experimental students. When we design a checklist, we determine the
criteria to assess the students‘ oral skills and their improvement. (See appendix # 2)
3.4.2 Class Observation Journals
Observation journals help us to observe and review most of the students‘ behaviors
during the FP implementation, in which experimental students show the possible effects of
introducing FP as part of PBA and a full description of it. In addition, we can collect qualitative
data from the description of the control students‘ classes in an attempt to make further
comparisons later. However, quantitative data can be analyzed from this instrument, such as
repetitions, length of the oral performances and reiterative errors etc.
Classroom observation was an important instrument when collecting data because it
allows gathering necessary information about the class development. It is possible to analyze
teachers and students‘ characteristics, interactions and all those natural responses from each
English language performer. We can gather the information exactly as it happened in real
English class time, taking into account the observation is not an obstacle or an instrument that
interrupts the teaching/learning process. (See appendix # 3)
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(Good, 1988) claims, ―one role of observational research is to describe what takes place
in classrooms in order to delineate the complex practical issues that confront practitioners". (p.7)
Also, class observation helps identifying the issues and problems students have with oral
performance skills. Moreover, teachers and students can get a meaningful interaction or
relationship because during the teaching process they will be aware of those problems between
them. Most of the English classes are similar because teachers give instructions about the task
they are developing, and students use to working on those recurrent written assignments
demanded each class.
According to Padrón, Y. (1999), some observations over sixth-grade and eighth-grade
classrooms from sixteen inner-city middle level schools were detected with observation journals.
―Students rarely selected their own instructional activities, and they were generally very passive
in the classroom, often just watching or listening to the teacher, even though they were found to
be on task about 94 percent of the time‖(p. 8). Thus, Class observation helps to clarify and
specify the teaching/learning development, providing systematic useful information to identify
the possible factors that affect the students´ oral skills inclusion.
Pardón (1999) argued ―Teacher observation results revealed that teachers typically
focused on the content of the task or assignment, responded to students' signals, communicated
the task's procedures, and checked students' work. Teachers were observed spending very little
time interacting with students‖ (p. 8). With no teacher-students interaction, there are not
possibilities of applying feedback about the way students are speaking in a second language,
leaving the oral skills with the low numbers at the end of any teaching/learning English process.
However, some observations of classes with oral skill performances got excellent results.
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In terms of this research, the descriptions of the observation journals are an effective data
collection method because we can focus on the behavior and the interaction between studentsteacher over the oral performances or their English oral skill. In addition, it is important that we
do the observation by ourselves because with a different observer in the classroom, the students
change their behavior.
3.4.3 Surveys
This tool helps us to review the students‘ background of their previous English learning
experiences in an attempt to figure out commonality of their oral weaknesses. Besides, surveys
allow the collection of essential data about the students‘ thoughts of this thesis project. With
surveys, we are able to collect both qualitative and quantitative data.
The surveys intend to gather some information from the participants, which are involved
with the project, Taylor (2000) explained, ―A survey is a way to collect information directly
from people in a systematic standardized way.‖ The survey questionnaire (See Appendix 4)
helped the pre-service teacher gather data from students about their thoughts, issues and those
problems they have when performing any situation orally in English. The questionnaires with
closed-ended questions categorize the most common awkward situations students think they
have, recognizing them as issues and problems. Questions intend to figure out the issues and
problems according to their experience at English oral performances. In fact, Surveys allow us to
organize the information in different groups, categorizing the issues and problems in a scale from
zero to five. It will show which the most relevant problems in students are. Busha & Harter
(1980) argues: ‗‘Surveys are methods of collecting quantitative data or statistical information
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about specific issues in determined population. A research survey contains a measurement
procedure that involves asking questions to a certain group of people.‘‘

3.4.4 Pre and Posttest

We apply pretest (See appendix 5) to the students before introducing any of the topics in
an attempt to measure the initial English level of the experimental and control groups. Here, we
randomize the performance groups in order to set the test. This test demands to analyze a single
image and a related list of vocabulary to figure out the context orally.
The pre-test determines the main students‘ oral weaknesses, where later, we focus the
activities of the feedback stages process. It allows having clear ideas about the students‘ needs
and setting the activities objectively. Furthermore, it helps to establish a bench mark to compare
the results obtained in the final test and post-test. (Bell, 2010, p. 3) stated, ―Pretest–posttest
designs are employed in both experimental and quasi-experimental research and can be used
with or without control groups.‖ In this research project, we measure and compare the effects of
applying feedback process as part of performance-based assessment over the experimental group
and traditional assessment over the control group.
Bell (2010) stated, ―The basic premise behind the pretest–posttest design involves
obtaining a pretest measure of the outcome of interest prior to administering some treatment,
followed by a posttest on the same measure after treatment occurs‖ (l.1). The post-test (See
appendix 6) follows the same design because we aim to diagnose the current students‘ oral skills
level after introducing FP as part of PBA. For this, the posttest is adapted to the dynamic of PBA
through the oral presentations. It helps to compare data, the later results and the effects in
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quantitative terms because many qualitative data is collected with the instruments we chose. It
means we observe the results of the pre-test and post-test, comparing these with the results of the
data collected through the other instruments in an attempt to be coherent an objective.
Furthermore, as pre-test/post-test still have problems with internal validity because there
is no a standardized test already set for this course. It is important to establish that there is no
other suitable type of test for this research project taking into account it involves the context of
the students, the duration of the course, the number of students and the different roles that we
have to perform such as: designing tests, introducing topics, teaching, assessing, evaluating and
making further conclusions.
We apply the pre-test and post-test for both experimental and control groups, with the
exception that FP as part of PBA is applied to the experimental one. Then, we can analyze the
effects of applying FP as part of PBA and the differences with the non-treated group.
In spite of the controversial comments made about low internal and external validity of
the single pre-test/post-test application. Feedback process through PBA might provide enough
treatment to change the students‘ characteristics because class by class the assessment is
constructing coherent responses and actions about the students‘ learning. It generates a
remarkable coherence between what is taught, what is tested and what is assessed, allowing
external situations (real life practices) that affected positively the results of the treatment.
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Chapter 4
Instructional Design
To review the students‘ needs, we design a simple survey in order to get evidence of
those topics and activities the students found more interesting. This helped to determine a level
of confidence and comfort in the EFL learning. The results led pre-services teachers to design
the tasks for all the classes taught (See appendix # 7).
4.1 Performance Based Assessment Implementation (PBA)
Performance Based Assessment is a way to assess the students language proficiency,
locating the student‘s real situation and identifying the possible activities that teachers can apply
in order to improve their language functions (communicative or social). Performance Based
Assessment allows teachers to work on oral production skill, specifying the possible situations or
interactions in context through student‘s performance.
For instance, expressing feelings, describing situations or giving opinions about a topic
are common inside the classroom, therefore, PBA is for simple tasks to singular skills. It could
be speaking or writing. Both demand the student‘s production including the teachers‘ reflection
about manners to work with a unique skill. It means that teachers can expect specific productions
in order to get a specific goal.
According to Une-aree (2006), ―Oral communication assessment can be in various forms
based on the performance of a task. Particularly, it tends to start by identifying instructional
activities that can be used for assessment, and it should focus on a student‘s ability to interpret
and convey meaning in interactive contexts‖ (p.3).
Once teachers have defined the kind of interaction, the context and the possible activities
to perform by the students, teachers need to specify how to carry out this assessment task. It is
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possible by establishing steps. In this current study, the students need to know their own
expectations from their oral performances, and the main goal to accomplish in order to get them
contextualized in the process.
Consequently, we need to modify the existing scales to assess or evaluate the students‘
performances by taking into account their real context and their language proficiency.
Then, Une-aree, (2006) states the following:
Firstly, you make your plan more concrete, especially when it is the first time you
are conducting an oral communication assessment in each course. The plan that
works probably includes determining whether it will be conducted with groups,
student pairs, or individuals, and what kind of rubric or rating scale will be used.
Secondly, to set criteria and to develop rubrics, it is wide important, particularly,
for those courses taught by multi-teachers. In the same course, it is obligatory for
those teachers to use the same criteria to retain the standards of the performance to
be assessed. Without criteria or standard of performance, the tasks mean simply
parts of class activities. To establish criterion levels of oral language proficiency
assessment should be based on the goals and objectives of classroom instruction.
Teachers may need to modify the constructed criteria by trial and error according
to the student‘s actual performance. (p.3)
4.2 Feedback Process Implementation
Teaching a foreign language demands be attentive to students‘ different English
proficiency, different skills and their performances. It gives an extra challenge inside the
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classroom because more than teaching language features; the English teaching process is sharing
culture and getting interaction with students. Thus, assessing students‘ production needs an
organized system that allows pre-service teachers to have more opportunities to analyze the
information related to students‘ oral performances.

The Feedback process starts when we assess with the checklist groups or individuals,
judging pretest, students ‗oral performances, and posttest. With the checklist, according to FP,
we have to set and order of interaction, establishing four stages to assess students. The stages are
applied from the simplest language uses to the most complex production from the students‘ oral
performances. Then, the teacher´s guidance must direct the students into the previous stages in
order to set a recognizable interaction through the teachers and students.
4.2.1Feedback # 1:
Feedback stage is about deeper class warm-up, where we give better explanations,
clarifying the students‘ main doubts as vocabulary or going beyond the topic. Sometimes
students do not understand what the teacher expects from them, thus, we have to find a structured
way to explain the oral task objective, according to the kind of oral performance demanded.
Furthermore, we give an extra help about planning their ideas of designing an oral conversation,
writing down new vocabulary, including personal experiences, thoughts, and eventual
interactions where specific language is needed.
The task activities that we provide for this stage take into account the vocabulary in
context that students have to perform. It means the students start the recognition about the place
or the environment to talk. For instance, the students get in contact with vocabulary about how to
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spend money in an attempt to understand the context. Later, the students get involve both,
vocabulary and the tense. (See appendix 10.3)
4.2.2 Feedback # 2
The second stage introduces students into an oral performance setting; we provide
guidance in editing grammar, setting expectations about students‘ interaction, contextualization
with real life events, and giving clues about how to share their ideas in a more organized way.
It means we set a suitable environment where the students can perform the task for the
class in a realistic way by using the tense, previous vocabulary and the possible real expressions
they can use in that context. Then, we can provide feedback assessment. We select this order
taking into consideration the data from pre-test applied and some behaviors observed in the
classes‘ warm-up such as:
After releasing the topic for the class and kind of oral performance, students do not know
what grammar they should use. Absence of grammar rules in each language use.
Students support any oral interaction with the usual language already set in their language
background. For instance, in schools they just talk about Christmas, last and future
holidays, movies, food, at the restaurant, or at the airport. So on. Thus, no matter the
topic proposed by teachers, they will support the activity using those contexts.
That is why feedback # 2 is one of the longest periods, in which we keep contact with the
students, providing timely and ongoing assessment. This happens by observing the students´ real
life expressions in the frame of the context we set for the class, by interacting with them in a
conversation while correcting student‘s struggles and stimulating the use of the vocabulary. (See
appendix 10.1).
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4.2.3 Feedback # 3
The third feedback stage corrects students‘ mistakes while they are performing the oral
task, restating the comments already made in previous stages, and giving students the
opportunity to understand those pieces of advice. In addition, we take into account the students‘
low confidence while performing because a bunch of information and oral mistakes come up. In
fact, those mistakes never make their appearance in previous stages because of the difference in
the students‘ behaviors.
This feedback stage cooperates with deeper assessment to students because it takes
advantage of speaking as productive skill. Moreover, we observe and measure, through checklist,
each skill such as grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, fluency and coherence as an individual
item by evaluating the students‘ performance quality. This is an evaluation in a range from 1 to
3, which means 1 as an excellent performance and 3 as a poor performance. Also it allows
keeping descriptive comments about the way the students‘ oral performance is going on. (See
appendix 2)
4.2.4 Feedback # 4
Finally, the fourth stage deals with general comments about the students´ oral
performance and its previous setting-up, where students were failing repeatedly, giving an
overall feedback which intends to cover whole students‘ oral performance process. During the
feedback # 3 we select those remarked mistakes while performing. However, general assessment
finds a place in this stage with longer but non-confusing comments. For instance, those mistakes
with less incidence in the students‘ oral performance such as, pronunciation, fluency, and syntax
issues that we notice during every students‘ oral intervention. (See appendix 3).
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Chapter 5
Data Analysis and Results
The following table shows the instruments employed to gather the information during the
process and the order they are applied:
Table 1.
Instruments
Instrument

Group

Number
of
students

Target

1. Pre-test

Experimental and
control group

15

Stated the students‘ English speaking
level at the beginning of the course
before applying the feedback process
through PBA as baseline.

2. Observation
journals

Experimental and
control group

15

provided general comments on the
lesson process in order to give a deep
description of the 8 classes taught

3. Checklist

Experimental and
control group

15

This instrument kept the scores and
specific comments of the experimental
and control students‘ oral performances

4. Surveys

Experimental
group

8

This instrument gathered information
about students ‗perceptions towards the
feedback process.

15

This instrument helped to evaluate the
speaking level of the students in the
control group as well as experimental
students after applying the feedback
stages

5. Post-test

Experimental and
control group
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Note: (Checklist and observation journals are suggested by the authors mentioned in the
theoretical framework).
5.1 Data Analysis Procedures
Taking into account the type of data and the instruments used to gather the information,
we use five over eight steps of the qualitative analysis of content (see table 2) provided by
Wildemuth and Zhang (2009) to analyze data. Those steps offer the possibility to reduce the
amount of text gathered during the practicum, extracting the most useful information to review in
the process. In fact, it helped the experimental design by highlighting the outside variables.
―Qualitative content analysis is mainly inductive, grounding the examination of topics and
themes, as well as the inferences drawn from them, in the data.‖(p.1)
Even, when content analysis uses an inductive way to set the categories and subcategories, it is important to highlight that deductive thinking can also help the data analysis
without being a theoretical contradiction. Wildemuth and Zhang argued, ―Generating concepts or
variables from theory or previous studies is also very useful for qualitative research, especially at
the inception of data analysis‖ (as cited in Berg, 2001, p2.). The theories selected in the
theoretical framework gives clear ideas to guide the information because we can analyze the data
organized through the units of analysis (see explanation in 5.1.2) in an attempt to find support of
the data with the current theories for this research project. For instance, if we have a group of
data that shows how useful comments are to enhance the students, correcting grammar issues.
Then we find support with the FP theory.
The procedures for both, experimental and control group, follow the same path in the
frame of analyzing each data collecting instrument through the qualitative content of analysis
(see the frame below). The only difference lies in the analysis we make by differentiating the
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data collected of the treatment we give to the experimental group (FP as part of PBA) and the
non-treatment group (traditional assessment).
Table 2.
Qualitative data Analyzed by using content analysis procedures proposed by Wildemuth and
Zhang, 2009.
1. The procedures of Preparing the
data

2. Defining the unit of Analysis/
Comparing data

3. Developing Categories and Coding
Scheme

4. Coding all texts

5. Reporting findings

To review all existing texts through a complex
reading on purpose in order to have clear ideas
about the possible categories and the consistent
information.
To select those text pieces with the most
valuable information in order to make
comparisons, applying a filter to separate or to
unify ideas before setting the main themes or
topics.
Pre-service teachers will code the data by
reading repeatedly the existing texts, extracting
the key words in order to set the pre-categories
by fitting into the same group the similar
information.
After setting the possible categories, pre-service
teachers will cross-examine the selected texts in
order to highlight the patterns, linking the codes
and fitting each category already defined.
To report the final analysis of those procedures
done, describing and interpreting the context
and the results obtained through the whole
process.

Analyzing qualitative data is a time consuming process because qualitative data contains
large amounts of descriptive texts. Content analysis provides the flexibility for qualitative data
analysis. Wildemuth and Zhang argued, ―If the data come from existing texts, the choice of the
content must be justified by what you want to know‖ (as cited in Patton, 2002, p.3). The
qualitative data of this study is the observation journals, the comments section included in the
checklists.
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In our project, we organize the categories by using triangulation technique according to
Miles & Huberman (1984) the notion of triangulation links to eliminate or at least minimize bias
in finding. Thus, it increases the confidence in what we find while analyzing the data.
As researchers, we discuss about our findings by making a chart and dividing it in three
columns: patterns, evidences and themes. This information comes from the data collection
instruments used in the experimental and control groups (See table 3).
Patterns are the common ideas found by each researcher‘s observation.
Evidences are the findings coming from the instruments such as checklist,
observation journals, surveys, pre-test and post-test. The themes are the new
names that we give to the result of organizing the information gathered.
Once we finish the chart, we socialize it in an attempt to start crossing the
information obtaining the main outcomes and categories of the research.
Table 3.
Information from data collection instruments
Patterns
Evidences

longer
intervention
s
formative
comments
reshape oral
production
assessment
instead of
scores
Contextualiz
e the oral
activities

Class # 1

Class # 2

Class # 3

Class # 4

Class # 5 Class # 6 Class # 7 Class # 8

x

x

1

3

3

4

4

5

x

x

5

5

3

1

1

2

x

1

2

1

2

3

4

3

x

x

x

x

x

3

3

3

2

2

1

3

4

4

4

4
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Avoid Using
x
x
2
x
2
3
spanish
The numbers are the patterns or the frequency of the evidences repetition.

4

4

5.1.1 Preparing the Data
Once all the students have provided data, we prepare it to analyze it chronologically in
order to observe students‘ improvement or progress. We display the checklist and journals with
the same date into the same group in order to read them in detail. To make the analysis less
complex, the formats are added to a database (Microsoft word) see Table 3, allowing
highlighting the common information, linked with descripted notes made by the data
collector/reader to have more details later.
The research question was the main step to take into account, trying to be objective with
the organization of the information. We analyzed each checklist and journal, then, we obtained
the possible pre-categories about oral skills, effects of feedback through the course and teacher
guidance fulfilled with consistent and relevant information after reading all the texts available.
Table 4
An Example Of Preparing The Data To Identify Commonality Between Instruments And Its
Information
Date of the
Reader

Descriptive
Instruments related

Possible pre-categories

Clue words

session

Oscar
Pulido

February
16 of 2013

comments

Observation
journal
Checklist
comments

Impact of
feedback
Long stops
with
vocabulary
and
grammar
Help
constantly

Contextualization
Adding vocabulary
Feedback comments
Clarify doubts
Handwriting samples
Grammar doubts
Silence with new
words
Talking by using
Spanish

Most of the
comments were
made in a
narrative way so it
was analyzed by
specific
expressions, lines
and paragraphs.
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5.1.2 Defining the Unit of Analysis/ Comparing Data
After having clear ideas of the information that may contribute to set the categories, we
select the text pieces with the important parts highlighted in order to compare them, process
which bring the opportunity to apply a filter, where common information such as: specific
themes, topics, or a possible relationship between ideas that are linked in the same pre-category.
The previous process because Wildemuth and Zhang stated, ―When using theme as the
coding unit, you are primarily looking for the expressions of an idea‖ (as cited in Minichiello et
al., 1990, p.3). It gave the first outline of how the coding process is carried out by setting a single
word as a code. Thus, when all the units of analysis were together, the data comparison was
easier by linking specific ideas distributed in different units of analysis, encompassing those
pieces of text that contained the useful information. Furthermore, we separated the dissimilar
information in order to establish a possible relationship or a definitive removal.
5.1.3 Developing Coding Scheme and Categories
When all the similar texts were together and fitted into the same topic or theme, we
started to read them again in an attempt to decide those specific words ―codes‖ which helped to
embrace the content of the units of analysis. Then, with all the units of analysis organized into
the same pre-category, a new reading session allowed to implement the codes, labeling those
important meanings located in any part of the text, Krippendorp (2004) suggests syntactical units
such as words, grammar, sentences, paragraphs, chapters, and series etc. as the codes target. See
a sample of the text pieces reviewed and coded below (See appendix 3 observation journals)
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Observation journal # 5, experimental group
After analyzing that students take too much time to find the new and proper vocabulary (CONSCIOUSNESS) and longer to
incorporate it to the oral script, (RESPONSIBILITY) the pre-service teacher designs a vocabulary list quickly in order to
contextualize the students (FEEDBACK INPUT) There, the professions, places and all the elements that probably find place in
the context will become in a trustworthy source for the students.

Every time students showed doubts about how to use the vocabulary or expressions provided in the list, the pre-service teachers
support the students with at least three examples used in a real life context. (FEEDBACK INPUT)

Observation journal # 7, experimental group

Five experimental students performed a longer oral speech, showing an eighty percent of the coherence.
(OUTCOME) The assessment provided through Feedback stage # 3 was based basically in recognizing some
decontextualized ideas and the causes expressed by the students about the Spanish uses in their oral performances
(FEEDBACK INPUT). It identified those specific parts of the speech, where the lack of coherence and long pauses
were elicited by the anxiety of facing and incorporating the new vocabulary, appealing to use the mother language.
(EMOTIONAL REACTION)

We select the codes after reviewing all the units of analysis such as; feedback input,
responsibility, consciousness, outcome and emotional because most of the information gathered
through the instruments support those themes. Thereby, we link some of the codes in an attempt
to have complete ideas about the patterns and behaviors observed in the analysis. The purpose of
doing it resides on organizing them precisely in the same theme. E.g., the information coded with
feedback input was quite general. Thus, linking those pieces with the ones coded as outcome,
gives the opportunity to describe precisely the way the comments come from the students.
Feedback stages and real causes get connection by doing the previous process. It redirects the
information, helping to state the final topics or themes that support the final categories and subcategories.
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The codes mentioned above are described in the following way:
The code feedback input relates to those procedures that pre-service teachers used
while applying the four feedback stages. All the instructions planned and the
decisions made with the ongoing process.
The code responsibility contained all the information about those activities that
experimental students had to apply while constructing their knowledge such as
being attentive, raising questions, and asking for assistance. So on.
The code Consciousness saved all the information about those situations where
students had to implement any process in an attempt to counter-attack their
weaknesses, aiming to increase their own speaking level.
The code Emotional described all the affective reactions that students show when
facing any procedure or single skill with a higher level of difficulty.
5.1.4 Coding all Texts
When we state the pre-categories, there is another exhaustive reading in an attempt to fit
the final analysis of the data. Most of the main themes stated before coding all data suggested
these pre-categories: Feedback Impact, Reduce stress on public speaking, long stops with
vocabulary and grammar, and reducing stress by assessing constantly. However, when all of the
codes were linked with the themes, it helped to modify the specific pre-categories selected to a
more general name which embraced all the data analyzed, setting three main categories that
emerged from the data collected. Wildemuth and Zhang states ―Doubts and problems concerning
the definitions of categories, or categorization of specific cases need to be discussed and resolved
within your research team (as cited Schilling, 2006, p.4)
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After linking all the similar themes together, we defined the final categories. The first
category is positive influence and it emerges by analyzing the information that emerged from
code named feedback input and reliable information related to this topic that emerged from the
code named outcome. The occurrences of the keys words and patterns as well the descriptive
comments added by the coders while observing the units of analysis, helped to set the category.
Wildemuth and Zhang argues, ―Qualitative content analysis allows you to assign a unit of text to
more than one category simultaneously‖ (as cited by Tesch, 1990, p.4)
The second category is improving students’ language awareness that encompassed all
the information related to the codes responsibility and consciousness. These two codes were
combined because of the similarities found over the units of analysis revised. In addition, the
valuable information organized by the code Outcome, offered clear ideas in order to set the name
of the category. The third and the final category was named Affective filter by linking the
information that emerged from the codes Emotional reaction and feedback input.
The subcategories also emerged inductively from the data collected. Their construction
was supported by the theoretical framework as well. Wiggins (2004) explained, ―Feedback is
information about what happened, the result or effect of our actions‖ (p.30). The sub-categories
are well defined as topics that report the results of the students‘ oral performances after receiving
feedback. The sub-categories root from the comments on the checklist, the observation journals
and useful answers from survey.
To obtain the sub-categories, we decided to cross-examine the information by designing a
content analytic summary table. Table 4, illustrates the categories and subcategories that show
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the effects of the feedback process. Besides, we consider that those categories help to observe the
effects of applying Feedback process through PBA.
The table below shows the categories and sub-categories defined after cross-examined all
the texts coded from the three data collection instruments. It helps to fit the similar information,
allowing the final categories emerge from the data.
Table 5
The Impact Of The Feedback Process Of PBA

Category

Positive influences

Raising
students’ language
awareness

Affective filter

Contextualization

Drafting script

Increasing
Confidence

Acceptance of
Formative
Comments

Incorporating New
Vocabulary

Longer Oral speech
using English

Raising questions

Reducing anxiety

Subcategories

Reducing the uses
of Spanish

Self-corrections

5.2 Categories and Sub-categories Interpretation
The above table illustrated the impact of the feedback process stages applied during 8
class sessions to an English conversational class at ASE foundation, those effects are positive
Influence, raising students ‗language awareness, and affective filter. Below, we provide a
punctual description of each one.
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5.2.1 Positive influences
Positive influence is the first category of the effects of applying feedback as part of PBA
that come from the positive affectation that students, belonging to the experimental groups,
gained under the feedback treatment, specifically from feedback stages number one, two and
three. In a first stage, the units of analysis (codes and sub-categories) help to understand the main
English speaking weaknesses that experimental students had when designing and performing an
oral activity. Then, it was possible to link the influence that affected positively the students
speaking skills when applying the feedback process by generating positive influences.
For instance, teachers used to warm-up the classes by collecting enough information from
students as a way to contextualize them. If the topic intended to implement the simple past tense,
it was possible that teachers suggested the students to share some information about real or
imaginary past situations. Then, activities such as writing, reading and speaking took place by
setting a specific task involving the students‘ production in a later oral activity. Teachers
provided no more information but some general instructions about how to perform the activity.
Thus, feedback #1 and feedback # 2 were introduced. We taught both experimental,
control groups separately, designing instructions that are more specific, and providing them with
more input vocabulary related to the oral task to perform. They provided 3 different situations by
interacting orally with the students about their issues, the possible solution and the final result. It
brought the possibility to assess and evaluate at the same time.
Thereby, the experimental students learnt how to manage the comments of the feedback
stages when a specific activity treated their personal weaknesses about understanding the oral
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task set for the class. This helped to clarify their own mistakes by finding a solution in the
specific activities designed by us. Then, the students improved the quality of the subsequent oral
performances.
5.2.2 Contextualization
Contextualization is the first sub-category and the first positive influence as well. The
data helped to understand the first awkward circumstance the students had to face when using
their English speaking skills, and the positive effect that feedback stages procedures had. The
image below shows one of the units of analysis (checklist class number 8), where we found
positive influences through feedback stages 1 and 2.
Graphic 1. Unit Analysis, Checklist Class Number 8.

The PBA dynamic helped to diagnose the student‘s grammar weakness and the FP
contributed to design an activity for the personal student grammar issue (a memory game.) Both,
the feedback comments and the emphasis on the oral performances, counterattacked the student‘s
grammar weakness. Thus, both set a positive influence in context, vocabulary and grammar
issues. Also, in the graph below it is explained the frequency as the experimental students found
contextualization through the feedback process. (See appendix # 4 survey # 2)
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Graphic 2. Positive Influence Category, Contextualization

Do feedback stages #1 and 2 helped to understand the
context for the activities proposed for the class?
never
Sometimes
0%
13%
Always
50%
Frequently
37%

The comments from students relate to a full understanding of the oral task through the
contextualization provided by the positive influence. Experimental students argued they clarified
ideas as a main step after drafting their oral production by using instructions and contextualized
examples of how, what, where and why perform the kind of the oral situation proposed by the
teachers. The 50% of the students understood better the contexts better as a contextualization;
they also asked more specific question about the use of context, giving the teachers the
opportunity of providing more comments that are accurate. Another 38% found contextualization
frequently because those students understood faster the instructions for the oral activities and the
12% of the students just sometimes because of their good level. They gradually reduced the
frequency as they started to understand the dynamic of the context.
5.2.3 The Acceptance of Formative Comments
The acceptance of formative comments is the second sub-category and the second
positive influence as well. During the first three class sessions, the experimental students were
reluctant to accept the formative comments given through feedback stages, offering a big
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obstacle to make the experimental students understand the main reasons of their speaking skills‘
weaknesses, slowing down the improvement.
The students did not understand well the messages given, where we summarized the
speaking mistakes performed, and the procedures to correct their oral construction/production.
We had to re-design the way we gave the comments. We used the pertinent vocabulary, the
contextualization of it, and guidance in the modification of the wrong content. For instance,
personal comments of the teacher extracted from the observation journal of the third class
showed:
A common experimental students‘ weakness is to misunderstand the comments that teachers provide in order to enhance their
speaking skills level.
Experimental Student A: …See the picture in the wall black!
Teacher comments: black wall! Check the sentence organization. First the color then the object!
Experimental Student A: …See the picture in the black wall, you see the lady with the hat yellow?, she is beautiful
Pre-service teachers decides to stop the activity in an attempt to set specific and separated activities as formative comments to
help the students enhance their personal oral issues. The steps are:
Getting first the context set for the class, linking real expressions. (real interactions between teachers and students)
Understanding the tense of the verbs and the structure of the sentences (question, affirmative, negative through some
comparisons between L1 and L2)
Learning by heart just the vocabulary.

Those three steps helped to design descriptive comments instead of general comments,
becoming simple instructions such as review the tense, change the word and complete your idea
into formative comments. As the experimental students never received a feedback treatment
before, it was clear that we had to guide the students through all the process.
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In the last four class sessions, the experimental students started to understand how to
employ those formative comments by deepening into the next steps after the formative
comments. Thus, the experimental students started to emphasize the idea of getting first the
context, understanding the tense and learning by heart just the vocabulary set for the activity. It
reduced gradually the time spent in explanations by giving more responsibility to the students
when applying their speaking content construction.
Table 6
Piece Of Students’ Conversation

Control group conversation without formative comments
Task: Conversation in the restaurant
Student A: Hi, can write your order?
Student B: Sure, I like spaghettis with bottle of wine.
Student A: perfect, I can give you one

Experimental group conversation after accepting formative
comments
Context: to tip or not to tip
Vocabulary: order, tip, spaghettis, Bolognese sauce, wine,
cabernet, sauvignon, want, take, cost, how much, please.
Tense: simple present, simple past.
Expressions:
Student A: Good Afternoon, Can I take your order?
Student B: Oh please! I want some Spaghettis with Bolognese
sauce! And a bottle of wine.
Student A: Sure, Can I offer you cabernet or sauvignon?

As a result, an acceptance of the formative comments was noticed when most of the
experimental students started to reduce markedly the oral mistakes while constructing and
performing their speech by applying the formative comments instruction to their oral script with
the information they needed (see above piece of experimental students‘ conversation). In fact,
the constant revision of the formative comments implementation reduced the frequency of asking
unclear questions about the mistakes performed.
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It was clearly constructive because the students argued the importance of being sure
about the information provided in order to face mistakes punctually, modifying objectively the
content outlined through the formative comments. (See appendix # 4 survey #2)
Graphic 3. Acceptance of Formative Comments

do the formative comments given through feedback stages
helped to a better understanding of the oral mistakes?
Sometimes
12%
Never
12%
Always
13%

Frequently
63%

After revising the checklists scores, subsequently of the formative comments acceptance,
we pointed out that the 63% of the students got an acceptance of the formative comments. The
positive influence was noticed in grammar, vocabulary, fluency and coherence while
constructing or performing orally. The other percentages showed less impact on those students
with more difficulty to understand the formative comments but it also showed the relationship
with slower improving students through the feedback process.
5.2.4 Longer oral speech by using English
Longer oral speech using English is the third sub-category and the third positive feedback
impact as well. This impact deals with the length of the experimental students‘ performances at
the beginning of the process, comparing it with the final stage of the process. In the first three
class sessions, the students performed orally between 1 and 2 minutes with low interactions
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while constructing the oral script. It meant that any raised question was asked by using single
words or words combination between English and Spanish. The longer oral speech we elicit in a
normal class interaction, the more use of vocabulary, tense and context. Through the feedback
stages 1 and 2, we elicited the students to perform orally any questions, any comments by using
the tense selected for the class session, demonstrating the intensity on the speaking by applying
feedback stages process through PBA.
Student A: teacher, what is the meaning of trunk?
Teacher: it is a place where you can pack your clothes (teacher show image)
After contextualizing the vocabulary, teacher demands longer oral interventions.
Teacher: how many clothes do you have now?
Student A: I have a cap, pants, a pair of shoes, a T-shirt, a big jacket and a scarf
Teacher: where can you pack or save those clothes?
Student A: in the….trunk yes in the trunk!
Teacher: what rooms of the museum will you be?
Student A: I will be in the Egyptian room look for the security cameras
Teacher: look? Or looking? Think in your own language, do you say ―yo estaré en el cuarto egipcio mirar las cámaras de
seguridad? O, yo estaré en el cuarto egipcio mirando las cámaras de seguridad? Now you can change looking for another verb.
Try the verb checking!
Then, student A starts to talk about the same vocabulary by asking the same question to their teammates.
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Graphic 4. Students’ Oral Performance Length, Comments From Observation Journal.
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The Graphic above explained how six experimental students (the darkest bar) increased
their oral performance length up to five minutes (the lightest bar), performing orally at class
eight after applying the four feedback stages. The quality of their performances is supported by
the checklist scores, where one is an excellent performance, two a good performance and three a
poor performance. (See the overall scores on appendix 2, checklist)
Graphic 5. Overall Scores, Checklist class 8

Experimental Student A at class eight
Skills

Score

Grammar

1

Vocabulary

1

Pronunciation

2

Fluency and coherence

1
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The students‘ oral performances were timed by using a timekeeper and the information
was registered in the observation journal comments. It is clear how at the beginning of the course
just three students reached two minutes as the longest performance with low speech quality. (See
the overall scores on appendix 2, checklist)
Graphic 6. Overall Scores, Checklist class 1
Experimental Student A at class 1
Skills

Score

Grammar

3

Vocabulary

3

Pronunciation

3

Fluency and coherence

3

As a result, when feedback stages were applied or feedback comments were given, the
communication by using English was constantly, giving the opportunity to re-establish the
corrections given or clarifying any doubt expressed.
5.2.5 Reducing the uses of Spanish
Reducing the uses of Spanish is the fourth positive influence and the fourth sub-category
as well. It is described by the data analyzed from checklist and the comments made in the
observation journal. Thereby, the feedback stage # 3 and 4 were also designed to diagnose the
students‘ main reasons of using Spanish when performing in English. (A sample of the unit of
analysis extracted from checklists for this sub-category)
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Graphic 7. Unit Analysis From A Checklist

The teachers used L2 just to clarify the context or the hardest expressions for the students,
while the students used L2 just to express doubts. In fact, the data collected helped to state that
lack of vocabulary, wrong pronunciation, tense, and decontextualized oral tasks contributed to
set Spanish as the main students‘ aid, deducting quality on their performances but letting the
teachers know the real reasons.
Furthermore, through feedback stages we established the specific moments to tackle those
negative aspects, leaving the experimental students understand how to use Spanish when
constructing some sentences in their minds (as explained above) by using the mother language as
the first useful oral production source.
Teacher: what rooms of the museum will you be?
Student A: I will be in the Egyptian room look for the security cameras
Teacher: look? Or looking? Think in own your language, do you say ―yo estaré en el cuarto egipcio mirar las cámaras de
seguridad? O, yo estaré en el cuarto egipcio mirando las cámaras de seguridad? Now you can change looking for another verb. Try
the verb checking or inspecting and rewrite the sentence.

After an ongoing and timely feedback assessment, the students reduced the Spanish uses
when speaking class by class from five or seven uses to one or zero uses. (See appendix # 4
survey #2)
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Graphic 8. Reducing The Uses Of Spanish

Do the feedback stages provide formative
comments to avoid using Spanish when
performing orally?
Sometimes
25%

Never
0%

[NOMBRE DE
CATEGORÍA]
38%

[NOMBRE DE
CATEGORÍA]
37%

The thirty eight percent of the students always found the feedback stages helpful in
reducing the uses of Spanish when speaking in English: (A sample of the unit of analysis
extracted from checklists for this sub-category)
Graphic 9. A Sample Of A Unit Analysis From A Checklist

Another thirty seven percent frequently found the feedback stages helpful, noticing
difficulty when understanding the assessment we provided to correct the Spanish uses. The final
twenty-five percent shows the experimental students with higher English level with no need of
long feedback stages to understand the assessment.
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5.3 Raising Students’ Language Awareness
The second impact of applying feedback as part of PBA is also the second category for
this research named raising students’ language awareness. All the data analyzed showed how
students learnt to be aware of some important steps about their language learning process.
5.3.1 Drafting Script
The data collected through observation journals and checklists showed positive or
progressive results through each session under the feedback process application. At the
beginning of the course, there was not an oral construction starting point set by students to
organize the assessment comments, the ideas or the oral content. In fact, all the information
coming from feedback stages given in the first two class sessions, and its assessment were lost
because of the oral script absence. All the students in the experimental group showed the same
problem, directing the teachers‘ assessment to design a way to keep the important information in
a structural order, which supported the construction of the students‘ future oral performances.
Graphic 10. Student Oral Scrip Design
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Therefore, with the oral script designed, experimental students started to organize the
assessment comments about grammar, vocabulary, contextualization, and some helpful examples
that we provided. In addition, the possible script of the students‘ oral performance was displayed,
allowing constant revisions.
Previous oral draft experimental Student A Current oral draft exp. Student A
Graphic 11. Oral Draft Experimental Student

The previous oral draft shows how experimental students did not have a guided way to
organize their script or oral drat, Starting with mistakes such as grammar, vocabulary, context
and the task for the class since the first step. Then, in the current oral draft, the experimental
students can see all the time what the teacher expects from them. In addition, the teacher can see
how is the performance going on and going to be. It brings the possibility to make the students
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be aware of their mistakes by guiding them through the suitable activities to improve the
remarkable oral issues reflected in the oral draft.
It was something that increased the quality and the objectivity of the teachers‘
assessments provided through each feedback stage because the teacher could analyze the
personal students‘ oral mistakes before applying the feedback process. Then, we noticed the
experimental students were learners that are more independent. They call the appropriate
information timely in order to add it to their speech. Finally, it was noticed how the experimental
students personalized their own scripts according to their weaknesses, reducing the time spent in
each feedback stage. (See appendix # 4 survey #2)
Graphic 12. Drafting The Script For The Speech

After feedback stages, it is easier to draft a more
complete (pre-oral production) script according to the oral
needs?
12%

0%

Sometimes

13%

Never
75%

Always
Frequently

In the graph N° 5 it is noticed how the 75% of the experimental students learnt and found
helpful the feedback stages to create a draft or an oral script for supporting their oral weaknesses.
In addition, it is coherent with the revision of the improvements over the oral scripts made by the
experimental students from the class number four to the class number eight. The 13% thought
feedback stages frequently help, being those students who did not need too much assessment,
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according to their good English level. The other 12% found help just sometimes but it came from
those students with problems to organize the information provided through each class session.
5.3.2 Incorporating New Vocabulary
The second sub-category for raising students’ language awareness is incorporating new
vocabulary. The data collected in checklist and observation journals showed how experimental
students found the feedback stage #1 helpful, when implementing the new vocabulary provided.
At the beginning, the experimental students supported the oral task with their background
vocabulary, regardless the context or the topic given. It reduced the right functionality on the
students‘ speaking skills by narrowing the possible topics they could take into account in the
speech. It means that background language was not enough for students, when facing a variety of
topics in the same conversation. Thus, feedback stage #2 set the appropriate assessment,
according to each student‘s situation, helping to get the new vocabulary involved with the
context and tense. The first four sessions were demanding for experimental students because of
the new way to incorporate the new vocabulary. (A piece of the observation journal from the
class number four).
The Student A has problems when incorporating new vocabulary, we observe that his personal weakness is about memorization.
Thus, the FP leads us to set a memory activity for him and for the other experimental group members that casually have the same
weakness. The memory activity shows ten images about vocabulary and ten images about verbs in a sequence, where the student can
differentiate the past, the future and the present. Also, there are ten pieces of paper with the words written partially, demanding the
student to complete the conjugation of the verbs or a simple word. Then, the student has to match the verbs or the words with the
images. Subsequently, the teacher partially takes out some of the written words in an attempt to stimulate the student‘s memory. After
this activity, the teacher will start a conversation by using the same context, tense and vocabulary reflected through the memory
activity.
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…The result of this memory activity is great because the student got longer and clear conversation by incorporating the vocabulary,
the tense and the context we set for the class.

However, the last sessions showed an improvement in the new vocabulary
implementation. The students were faster, when selecting, implementing, and having the right
meaning of the new words. It is reflected on the final scores and comments from the checklist,
where one is an excellent performance, two a good performance and three a poor performance.
(Checklist scores extracted from class number 7)
Graphic 13. Checklist Student´s Scores Class 7

In addition, we observed how their improvements on vocabulary helped to improve other
speaking skills such as fluency, coherence and length because they started to be confident with
the words. (See appendix # 4 survey #2).
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Graphic 14. Incorporating New Vocabulary
Are useful feedback stages # 1 and 3 for adding new vocabulary to
the oral performances?
Frequently
12%

Sometimes
0%

Never
0%

Always
88%
Frequently

Sometimes

Never
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The 88% of the students found that feedback stage #1 and #3 were useful for the
vocabulary implementation process. Besides, it is coherent with the number of the students who
got improvements through the activities that we applied. We observed at the beginning, the
experimental students were worried to find a place in the speaking content for those new words.
Then, after feedback application, the experimental students started to understand the real
meaning by using the meaning in real context. (See the above piece of the observation journal of
the class number four).
The other 12% thought feedback stages were frequently useful because they did not need
the same assessment when incorporating the new vocabulary. It means this 12% is for the
students with good English level.
5.3.3 Raising Questions
Raising questions is the third sub-category of raising student’s language awareness.
While applying the feedback process in the first two class sessions, we noticed the lack of
students‘ awareness when inquiring specific information about those misunderstood tasks, topics
or those single comments given to improve their oral construction. The data analyzed, showed
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how experimental students started to ask objective questions about the information they needed
to carry out an outstanding oral construction. E.g.: (Questions extracted from observation
journals)
Types of questions before applying FP (class number 1):
Student B: What is the past of sleep? What to do with the vocabulary? What is my score? Can I use my cellphone to translate?
Can I work alone?

These questions slowed down further implementation of the FP because the student B did
not have the language awareness, which implies to be aware of his weaknesses and his skills,
being attentive to the assessment and the method provided.
All the feedback stages helped to design the kind of questions, organizing three big
moments in the process. The first one helped the experimental students to understand their
weaknesses because most of the time they received the assessment comments without analyzing
the real facts. (Questions extracted from observation journal from the class number one)
Student B: I eated a lot and my stomach is not good
Teacher: You must review the past of eat and find an appropriate adjective to say ―is not good‖
Student B: what is my score?

The second one provided enough time to compare the similarities between questions
raised and oral mistakes. In here, experimental students found useful comments to tackle their
weaknesses. Moreover, the last moment noticed in the last two class sessions, where
experimental students started to ask questions that are more accurate. This helped pre-services
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teachers to direct the feedback stages appropriately. (Situation extracted from observation journal
of the class number four).
Teacher: Hey Student B, this is a job interview and I need to know your job experiences, Where have you worked before?
Student B: I work for a call center, I answer calls for people with problems of signal in the cellphones. Before I work for a
restaurant and I take the order for the clients.
Teacher: You are speaking in present but the tense for this conversation is present perfect and simple present.
Student B: How can I understand present perfect in my language?
Teacher: In Spanish the present perfect expression is like: Yo he trabajado para un centro de atención al cliente! And those
highlighted parts on the sentence are these in English: I have worked for a call center.
Student B: and verb been? What is the difference? Explain me the questions and the answers.
(it is appropriate to highlight that Student B understood the present perfect dynamic at the first attempt after having the right
questions)

Finally, experimental students argued they lost the fear when raising questions. In fact,
we noticed the importance of interacting with the students‘ questions because it let the students
be aware of their own process, showing a clear path to understand problematic mistakes that
interrupt the hard process of speaking in a foreign language. (See appendix # 4 survey #2)
Graphic 15. Raising Questions

12. Do feedback process help to understand how to raise appropiate
questions according to the oral mistakes?
Sometimes
Frequently
0%
0%
Never
12%
Always
88%
Never

Sometimes

Frequently

Always
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The eighty eight percent of the students answered that FP helped them to raise
appropriate questions by involving their real problems when designing their oral content or
performing any activity set for the class. It allowed us to be more precise with the assessment. In
fact, it reduced the time spent designing the feedback activities considerably, leaving more time
to take advantage in some other important aspects treated during the completely English
conversational course. The other 12 percent was related just to one experimental student who did
not react to this process. The student argued he got confused when asking any question about his
performance or construction, demonstrating slower improvement than the other experimental
students do.
5.3.4 Self-Corrections
Self-corrections is the fourth sub-category of raising student’s language awareness.
This is one of the most important sub-categories of the project. It showed the effects of applying
feedback process as part of performance based-assessment in an English conversational class.
At the beginning of the course, it was evidenced through checklists and observation
journals‘ comments how experimental students faced their own mistakes by making long periods
of silence, reducing their learning possibilities and its sequence. (Situation extracted from the
observation journal number three)
Student C: I feel...felt bravo (Spanish)…angry …sorry because I am…was (silence) jealous. Sorry teacher…lo olvidé (I forgot
the lines)
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Through all students‘ oral performances, many mistakes were noticed such as tense,
syntax, vocabulary and Spanish uses, suggesting instantly interventions from us through
feedback process. Most of the time, those interventions happened during feedback stage number
3, the one that was set to assess the live oral intervention. (Situation adapted from the
observation journal of the class number five)
Teacher: ok student C, tell me, what happened in that emergency call?
Student C: the man is calling the fire department because her house is firing. He is saying the child use fosforos (spanish).
Teacher: stop! First, take notes… remember the tense for this activity, simple past. Thus, ―the man is calling and the house is
firing‖ are not well used. Did you say her when you are talking about a man? Then, firing is not in the vocabulary list but I
appreciate the effort. What is the correct word?
Student C: hmmm, burning up.
Teacher: now, how do you say ―fosforos‖?
Student C: reading…matchbox.
Teacher: ok, take a minute just to review the vocabulary, the mistakes and start again. What happened in that emergency call?
Student C: the man called the fired department because her…sorry his house is hmmm, burned up. He said hhhis child
use…used a phosphor in the house.
Teacher: what did the fire fighter say?
Student C: he said, I will send a unit…

The first three sessions showed student´s unawareness when correcting their own
mistakes. Just long stops and repetitions that made the experimental students went back to the
beginning of the speech to be stuck. Thus, through feedback stage 3, we found how useful the
exercise of stopping the students‘ oral presentation was in an attempt of highlighting and tackling
the oral mistake performed.
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The students started to understand the importance of correcting oral mistakes timely and
ongoing by recognizing the error, applying immediately the activity proposed by pre-service
teachers. The activities posed specific situations where the students recognized the oral mistake
and re-established the right use of the language.
The self-correction started to appear in the last four sessions. There, experimental
students got used to receiving the activities designed by pre-service teachers to understand the
real reason of those live oral mistakes. This treatment was evidenced by swapping long silence
periods to acknowledgement periods, in which, after teachers‘ explanation, the experimental
students also started to recognize the oral error as soon as it happened. Then, the experimental
students found reasonable retaking the wrong sentence or wrong word from the understanding of
the oral mistake in itself.
Finally, as the classes suggested conversational environment, it was easier for
experimental students to self-correct their own oral performances because most of the oral
mistakes were the same in each oral task performed. Thus, in the last oral activities experimental
students recognized and self-corrected those mistakes by themselves without our intervention.
(See appendix # 4 survey #2)
Graphic 16. Unit Analysis Student´s Self-Correction Form A Checklist
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The 75% of the experimental students self-corrected their speech in their oral
performances. In fact, it is coherent with the comments collected through the checklist. The other
25% of the experimental students self-corrected their mistakes in the oral draft, which means
feedback # 1 and # 2
As a result, the importance of this sub-category lies in three important points. The first
helped experimental students to locate their oral mistakes by being assessed with ongoing
activities through feedback number 3. The second provided the students with the possibility of
recognizing their oral mistakes in a live performance as it resumes that part of the language to reedit the speech. The third one allowed experimental students to argue how they understood that
speaking in English is not just a memory activity. They realized that it is most a skill they get by
using it throughout its contextual uses, taking into account events of real life.
Graphic 17. Raising Students’ Language Awareness, Self-Correction
16. After applying the feedback # 3 was possible to self-correct the own speaking
mistakes?
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5.4 Affective Filter
Affective filter is the third and last category of this research project. It was supported by
the data collected from comment section of the observation journals and checklist. In addition,
some data located in the surveys applied to the experimental students in the last part of the
feedback process provided important interpretations. Research by Du (2009) explained:
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The affective filter acts as a barrier to acquisition. The filter is up when the
acquirer is unmotivated, lacking in confidence, or concerned with failure. The filter is
down when the acquirer is not anxious and is trying to become a member of the
speaking group. (p.1)
At the beginning, we realized that experimental students were unmotivated to
communicate their ideas by speaking in English, arguing that it was better by writing short texts
to communicate their ideas. Thus, when we set the oral activity, we evidenced the affective filter
was up because of the student‘s unwilling to speak in English in front of the others. It set a big
barrier to introduce the FP and the dynamic of the PBA.
In fact, the communication with pre-service teachers was harder because they were
expecting negative feedback instead of assessment. (Situation extracted from the observation
journal number two).
Teacher: well, let‘s get a conversation with the Student C, start with a sentence!
Student D: the past weekend I went to Maloka with all my family.
Student C: wow! I do not know Maloka, what can I do in Maloka?
Student D: hmmm….I….you can…(looks at the teacher…hmmm (student sits down)
Teacher: what happened? You can do it
Student D: sorry I do not like this and…‖you looked at me, trying to say you are wrong.‖ (she said it in Spanish)

It reduced the students‘ self-confidence and made them reject any attempt of help in the
first two sessions but it changed stage by stage, when applying the feedback process because we
evidenced the affective filter was down after providing it. (Situation extracted from the
observation journal number two and three)
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The teacher tries to convince the student D but she is unmotivated with low confidence on her skills. The teacher immediately
approaches to her and try to ask the activities she did in Maloka while the other students are reviewing their tasks. Student D
says. ―I don´t know how to say the activities‖ can I write it? The teacher says: take your dictionary, we will find the
vocabulary.
When the student D has the vocabulary, the teacher provide some examples by using the context, part of the vocabulary and
expressions such as: you can visit the school driving room, you can sit in a car and learn how to drive it.
In the next student D‘s oral performance, the student D seems to be motivated because she is joining the conversation by
speaking lively

The second issue had to do with anxiety. It explained how experimental students did not
believe in their oral skills or in a general improvement, reducing the quality of the oral
performances and the minimum interventions expected during the oral construction of the task
set for the class. During the oral performances, the student in front of the others started to show
anxiety by moving the hands, clapping, dancing, sweating and making long periods of silence. It
set a time barrier for the feedback #3, which aimed to provide assessment about the oral
performance by letting the students self-correct their mistakes. (Checklist scores extracted from
class number 5).
Graphic 18. Checklist Scores From Class 5
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5.4.1 Increasing Confidence
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Figure 2. Increasing Confidence and Reducing Anxiety
This figure shows how the students graded the feedback # 3 with a 60% by reducing the
anxiety (the lightest bar). We observed coherence because they started to feel comfortable by
joining a conversational. We also evidenced how self-corrections brought down constantly their
affective filter. Furthermore, the experimental students graded feedback # 3with the 25% by
increasing confidence (the darkest bar) because the assessment given in this stage acted as a
complement to reaffirm the previous activities done in the oral construction. In addition, we
observe it increased their confidence because they realized how to self-correct their own
mistakes.
Graphic 19. Checklist Scores From Class 8
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All the feedback stages contributed to increase the confidence of the experimental
students (See Figure 2, darkest series). Thereby, from feedback stage # 1 the students started to
understand the reasons of getting confidence by applying correctly the old and new vocabulary
provided. From 0 to 100% students graded this stage with the 30% because it helped them to be
focused in the objective set for each oral activity proposed. Then, students graded feedback # 2
with the 40% of confidence and we observe it is because this stage showed the right use of tense.
Finally, Feedback # 4 was graded with 5%. This stage particularly was not relevant for
the students, showing big preference for specific assessment instead of general assessment,
scores or activities we did not guide.
5.4.2 Reducing Anxiety
Gardner & Macintyre (1993) stated anxiety as "the apprehension experienced when a
situation requires the use of a second language with which the individual is not fully proficient"
(p.163). Thus, the data analyzed showed how experimental students felt scary when facing any
oral interaction. Students were not sure about their possibilities of speaking a foreign language
well, arguing concern of receiving wrong feedback from teachers, or other students which have
performed the same activity well. Feedback stages also helped students‘ affective filter item by
showing to the experimental students that quality oral interventions could be performed by
understanding the context, having contact with real life situations and accepting the assessment
given by pre-service teachers after understanding the own oral issues.
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5.5 Final Results of Experimental and Control Group.
The results of the data analyzed through this research project lead us to set the
comparisons and the contrasts between the experimental and the control group. The pre-test
scores set the beginning of this process in an attempt to evaluate the students‘ oral production
skills through FP as part of PBA and traditional assessment. There are three data sources to
compare and contrast the students‘ evaluation such as pre-test, classes‘ scores and post-test
5.5.1 Pre-Test Results.
The pre-test results show multi-level students randomized in both experimental and
control groups. The lowest oral performances‘ scores are displayed in vocabulary and
pronunciation. However, there is no a big difference between students oral performances, what
set a good scenario to evaluate the effects of applying FP as part of PBA, and to contrast with
the traditional assessment results. The pre-test has the same design of the post-test we applied at
the end of the process in order to support the validity of the process. (See appendix # 5 and # 6,
pre-test and post-test)
Table 7. Pre-Test Results
Experimental
Students

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency
and
coherence

Pronunciation

Control
Students

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency
and
coherence

Pronunciation

Student A

2.0

3.0

2.8

2.5

Student A

1.5

2.0

1.5

2.5

Student B

3.0

3.5

3.5

3.0

Student B

2.0

1.0

1.2

3.0

Student C

2.5

2.0

1.5

2.5

Student C

1.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

Student D

1.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

Student D

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.0

Student E

1.5

2.5

1.5

2.0

Student E

1.5

2.5

1.0

1.0

Student F

2.0

1.5

2.5

1.0

Student F

2.0

3.0

2.5

2.5
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Student G

2.0

2.0

2.5

2.0

Student G

1.5

2.0

2.0

1.0

xx

xx

xx

xx

Xx

Student H

3.0

3.0

3.5

2.0

5.5.2 Final Classes Scores of the Experimental Group.
In the final classes, scores of the experimental group we evidenced a notorious
improvement in vocabulary, fluency and coherence. These results came up from the evaluation
of the eight class activities designed by taking into account the dynamic of FP as part PBA, it
means giving feedback according to the students‘ oral production and oral performances. In
addition, it is coherent with the information about the categories and sub-categories explained
previously in this chapter, and the support provided by the data collection instruments.
Table 8. Experimental Final Classes Scores
Experimental Students Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency and coherence Pronunciation

Student A

4.0

3.8

4.0

3.0

Student B

3.8

3.8

4.5

3.0

Student C

4.0

3.5

3.5

2.5

Student D

4.0

3.5

4.0

3.0

Student E

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.0

Student F

3.8

3.5

4.0

2.5

Student G

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.0

5.5.3 Post-Test Results Of The Experimental Group.
The post-test results of the experimental group also show important improvements in the
students‘ speaking skills, increasing their proficiency in vocabulary, grammar, fluency and
coherence. The post-test consisted in constructing a conversation by analyzing an image to set
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the task, the vocabulary to set the context, and the tense but the students freely selected it. This
time the students got the conversation with the teacher, following the same process of the pretest. The students had the same opportunity to design the conversation, including real situations,
background vocabulary in an attempt to feed the oral performance. However, the application of
the FP did not have improvements on the students‘ pronunciation. The pronunciation scores are
the lowest of the four skills evaluated. (See further explanations below, in the comparisons and
contrasts section).
Table 9. Experimental Post-Test Results
Experimental Students Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency and coherence Pronunciation

Student A

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.0

Student B

4.2

4.0

4.5

3.5

Student C

4.0

3.8

4.0

2.5

Student D

4.0

3.5

3.8

3.0

Student E

3.8

3.5

3.5

3.0

Student F

3.5

3.8

4.0

3.0

Student G

3.5

4.0

4.0

3.5

5.5.4 Final Classes’ Scores of the Control Group.
The control group did not have important improvements on their speaking skills after
evaluating the final classes‘ scores. The students had minimum variations after evaluating all the
activities they performed. As this group received the traditional assessment, we had to review
different exercises such as listening, reading, writing and speaking separately. The control
students never showed interest to the general suggestions that provide the traditional assessment.
Instead of that, the control students always asked for the scores.
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Table 10. Control Final Classes’ Scores
Control Students

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency and coherence

Pronunciation

Student A

2.5

2.0

2.5

2.5

Student B

2.5

1.5

1.5

3.5

Student C

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

Student D

3.0

2.5

3.0

2.5

Student E

1.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Student F

3.0

3.5

2.0

2.8

Student G

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

Student H

3.5

3.0

3.5

2.0

5.5.5 Post-Test Results of the Control Group
This final evaluation procedure showed how the traditional assessment did not have
noticeable improvements in the students‘ speaking skills. No one of the four skills evaluated
demonstrate an increasing or decreasing rather than keeping the same line during the eight
classes.
Table 11. Control Post-Test Results
Control Students

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency and coherence

Pronunciation

Student A

3.0

2.8

3.0

2.5

Student B

3.0

3.5

2.0

3.0

Student C

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

Student D

3.0

2.8

3.0

3.0

Student E

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Student F

3.5

3.0

2.5

3.0

Student G

3.0

2.5

3.0

3.0

Student H

3.5

3.5

3.8

2.0
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5.5.6 Comparisons and Contrast
After evaluating the results of the experimental and control oral production skills, we can
state more contrasts than comparisons according to the results obtained through the scores and
the data analyzed during the research project.
Contrasts:
The experimental group was focused more on the feedback comments or assessment
instead of the summative scores. In contrast, the control group did not accept the general
suggestions about their performances, being attentive to the number in the list.
The experimental students started to understand their weaknesses by matching the
assessment and the mistakes through the oral draft. It allowed the possibility to give them
specific activities as explained previously in this chapter. In contrast, the control students
did not write anything but the mistakes highlighted by the teacher without receiving
deeper assessment about the mistakes.
The experimental students worked with a variety of language features according to the
context set for the class. In contrast, the control students had enough time to work one
language feature per class because of the amount of isolated activities. It means they
worked four activities into the same class such as writing, reading, listening and speaking
at the end.
The experimental group had constant interaction (conversation) between students and
teachers in order to keep assessed the students all the time, making them be attentive of
those noticeable difficulties. In contrast, the classes for the control group were teacher
centered.
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The experimental students with the same weaknesses were treated with the same
activities designed specifically for them, enhancing the importance of improving
together. In contrast, the control students, even in a group, decided to work individually
being worried just for the final oral production and not for the process itself.
The experimental activities used real situations of the students‘ life in order to set the
opportunity of practicing outside of the classroom. In contrast, the control students
worked with imaginary situations, reducing the possibility to enlarge the contexts.
The feedback stages linked up to the students‘ situation in order to understand the facts of
the experimental student‘s weaknesses. In contrast, the control students linked up to the
traditional assessment dynamic.
The experimental group started to self –correct their own mistakes while performing
orally, allowing further treatment by us. In addition, it improved the students‘ spontaneity
when speaking. In contrast, the control group waited for the teachers corrections as a
condition to provide continuity to their oral presentations. It set a dependence on their
speaking activities.
The experimental group worked with all the four skills in an attempt to achieve just one
task per class such as designing a role-play, creating a debate or setting a normal
conversation. It allowed having evidence of the writing skills by the oral draft design, of
the listening skills during the conversations, of the reading skills while reading the text to
contextualize the classes and the speaking skills collecting all those previous elements
during the oral performance. In contrast, the control group worked with the main task of
the class according to the language feature and a sub-task according to the development
of the activity.
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All of these contrasts came up from the evaluation of the scores and the analysis of the data
collecting instruments. This information also contributes to understand the oral production
problems that may affect the students‘ learning of a second language. In fact, one of those oral
production problems is related to the pronunciation skill in both, experimental and control
groups. This is the only comparison we can make about these approaches in this research project.
(Checklist scores extracted from control class number 8).
Table 12. Pronunciation Scores

Student E of the control group

Student A of the Experimental group

1.0

2.5

1.0

2.5

2.0

3.0

2.5

3.0

2.0

3.0

Graphic 20. Checklist Scores from Control Class 8
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The checklist of the class number eight is the main evidence to state that FP as part of
PBA helped to improve all the skills excepting the pronunciation. We observe in the comment
section of the eight checklists (see the sample of the comments above) that the time was not
enough to treat this skill. In addition, the comments helped us to state that experimental students
were not interested to improve this skill, even with activities such as repetition of the words,
verbs, or phonetics with aids as google pronunciation tool. The comparison between the
experimental and control group lies in the oral production skills evaluation, where the scores
showed the same line of evolution after the implementation of both approaches, FP and
traditional assessment (see table 11). Finally, we observed that the amount of activities for other
skills or tasks did not allow the improving of this skill. It also set an evidence of the oral
production problems because the wrong pronunciation affected some scores when speaking such
us grammar and coherence.
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Chapter 6
Findings and Conclusions
6.1 Findings and Conclusions
After applying the feedback process as part of performance-based assessment in
Fundación Alianza Social Educativa, the analysis of the process presents positive and negative
effects on students‘ speaking skills. The results showed improvements on the experimental
students‘ speaking skills, establishing final comparisons between the control group, which was
taught under traditional teaching method with simple speaking exercises, and the experimental
group, which used the feedback as part of PBA treatment.
Wiggins‘ (2012) arguments about the seven keys on effective feedback led us to identify
the importance of carrying out classes with steps related to assess. Thereby, the feedback stages
were designed to improve the students‘ speaking skills, ―Decades of education research support
the idea that by teaching less and providing more feedback, we can produce greater learning‖ (as
cited in Marzaro, Pickering & Pollock, 2001)
6.1.1 Feedback Assessment Instead Long Teaching Sessions
The findings of this study revealed that the first positive effect identified was the
acceptance of the feedback assessment by experimental students when facing the feedback
assessment. Students started to understand new type of comments related to those specific
activities set for the class, giving less importance to learn theory in the class without practicing.
In fact, we found the adaptation of real life situations through English conversational classes
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useful to avoid the traditional teaching approaches, which reduced the speaking skill to a single
routine inside the classroom.
This research indicated that experimental students learnt the topics proposed for the class
faster, when the feedback comments treated each student‘s situation. It demanded our constant
guidance that helped to fix the students‘ difficulties on the topic proposed. It means that we did
not spend the class just teaching concepts; we introduce real life practices since the beginning
supported by the students‘ needs information. We collected the information through the survey #
1 (See appendix # 7).
Furthermore, this study revealed that pre-service teachers spent the 20% of the class
contextualizing the students with texts, videos, and the students‘ experiences after setting the oral
task for the class. Thereby, the 80% of the remaining time was for getting contact with the oral
activity proposed, in which experimental students found the oral weaknesses quicker. (The
percentages came from the checklists and surveys analysis)
As a result, experimental students had the opportunity to show the real oral issues through
all the class sessions, showing the path that we had to follow in an attempt to design better
feedback stages each time.
6.1.2 Feedback Comments from Students
This study revealed the first negative effect on oral production problems, and of applying
FP as part of PBA. By analyzing how before starting the English conversational course, we had
already set some assumptions and plans about the way the classes could be taught, without taking
into account the role of the students and their real oral issues. In fact, the students came with
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personal expectations and interests, making more difficult the environment for the EFL learning.
It made us change some plans already set for the classes such as main activities, topics and
contexts.
The distance between the teachers plan and the students‘ speaking reality, addressed the
pre-services teachers to understand first the experimental students‘ speaking skills problems
before setting any oral task. As a result, we modified their receptive attitude during the feedback
process application, being attentive of students‘ comments (another way of feedback) as a way to
assess the proximity between the activities designed, and the way students understood the scope
of those activities.
Thereby, this study confirmed that the control students do not know how the activities set
for the class help them to improve their speaking skills issues. That is why the present study not
only was consistent with Freeman, & Freeman. (1998) but also complements their findings about
―When teachers center their curriculum on their learners‘ experiences and interests, they build
students‘ self-esteem and expand the potential of English language learners in a natural way‖
(p.7). This study realized that traditional assessment did not improve the students‘ speaking skill
because it did not take into account the control students‘ interests or experiences because the
curriculum was designed previously.
Consequently, pre-service teachers strongly believe that oral productions problems
deserve constant analysis from the comments provided by the students before deciding further
plans to improve their speaking issues. If not, it may affect negatively on the learners learning.
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6.1.3 Assessment Instead Of Scores
The results of this study identified the second positive effect of applying FP as part of
PBA, which is also the second negative evidence from the application of traditional assessment.
After the oral performances, the students in the control group always had questions about
the personal scores obtained during the activities done in the class. As the feedback treatment
was not applied for this group, they supposed that each activity had to be measured in a
summative way.
In fact, students in the control group got satisfied after receiving a number as evaluation,
losing totally the interest in any type of assessment that might help to improve the oral
production. The results of the present study not only were consistent with Wiggins‘s (2012)
study ―Advice, evaluation, grades—none of these provide the descriptive information that
students need to reach their goals‖ (p.1).
The results of this study also complements his findings by suggesting that summative
assessment, and the non-improved oral production problems, reduced the control students‘
motivation to understand the main reasons of their speaking issues, creating a sickish behavior,
affecting the speaking skills and posing a problem for EFL learning.
Hence, experimental students started to be fully interested in formative assessment
leaving the score or the number for the end of any process carried out inside of the classroom.
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6.1.4 The Interference of Native Language
The outcomes of this study also evidenced the danger of the students‘ use of Spanish,
when learning English as a foreign language. During the feedback process implementation, it
was possible to compare both experimental and control group performances, taking into account
the use of Spanish by each group.
The control group frequently used Spanish in all the oral interventions performed during
the course, creating confusion among the students. The use of L1 was the oral production
problem that affected the most the control groups in aspects such as oral, forgetting the new
vocabulary, mixing grammar expressions of both languages, having long periods of hesitation,
silence, and showing frustration.
In contrast, as it was discussed earlier in chapter five, the use of L1 by the experimental
students led the pre-service teachers to design feedback stages with specific comments on the
real reasons of the students‘ oral production problems. It means the design of the assessments
took into account; the feedback from students to teachers because they stated how useful the
activities were, the feedback from teachers to students because we evaluated the effects on them,
and feedback from both to improve learners‘ learning/teaching.
6.1.5 The Effects of Feedback Process As Part Of PBA On Speaking Skills
The present study indicated that performance based assessment, recognized as an
alternative in assessment, gave the opportunity of being focused in one single productive skill
(speaking) and the feedback process.
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Thus, FB acted as an important part of PBA, allowing the assessment of all the
experimental students‘ oral interventions. This corresponded with the previous literature from
Une-aree (2006) and demonstrated that ―performance based assessment consists of any form of
assessment in which students construct a response orally or in writing.‖(p.2) Thereby, feedback
process supported the assessment in order to improve the students‘ oral response.
The speaking skills such as Vocabulary, grammar, fluency, coherence and pronunciation
were assessed with feedback process as part of PBA. It helped to design the classes‘ protocol to
apply the feedback stages. The application of the four feedback stages let the pre-services
teachers identify the effects on speaking skills such as increase the amount of vocabulary, set and
remind the context for the class, understand and incorporate the tense variations according to the
context by enhancing the fluency/coherence of the students, and others explained through this
chapter.
6.1.6 Grammar
The results of this study revealed that experimental students reacted positively to
understand and incorporate grammar, showing more understanding with longer periods of
contact with the language. PBA supported the idea of speaking English throughout the whole
class.
The feedback process diagnosed the students‘ personal issues, leading us to design more
grammar activities as assessment, while the experimental students designed the oral draft. When
experimental students got a general grammar issue, it was necessary to extend the grammar
explanation through general or specific activities, depending on the students‘ needs. However,
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the students learn grammar better when they spoke constantly in English because this caused
they incorporate more verbs class by class.
This study also showed that grammar demanded different applications of the feedback
stage # 2 by taking into account the students‘ real life situations. We noticed how well students
understood verbs by analyzing first activities in real life with our guidance. In fact, the mother
language was used during the feedback process, clarifying those students‘ oral expressions with
high grade of difficulty. Thus, feedback stages allowed the students to carry out the oral
construction process, applying the corrections they needed simultaneously.
We defend the use of L1 to contextualize the students with hard grammar expressions
because they used it just to understand, in their mother language, the expression in the L2. We
evidenced they incorporated faster the expressions with the correct tense.
Teacher: Analyze this sentence: The police has never been in my town.
Students E: I can´t understand it!
Teacher: in Spanish you‘d say: La policia nunca ha estado en mi barrio. Now create a new sentence.

Finally, we confirmed the concern of having troubles because of the time consuming
activities of the tense explanations. But, this study revealed that tackling the individual issues by
taking into account items such as context and real life situations, reduced the time spent class by
class to explain the verbs, once experimental students understood this dynamic.
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6.1.7 Vocabulary
The present study revealed a remarkable effect on vocabulary with the application of the
feedback stages #1 and #3. Most of the experimental students did not manage well the
background vocabulary and the new vocabulary in the first two classes, demonstrating the
preference of memory activities to develop the class activities.
Thus, in any oral intervention, the experimental students suffered when remembering the
words provided because there were no enough opportunities to apply those words in a repetitive
way. The results of the feedback sessions applied during the first two classes showed how
encouraging conversations between teacher-students and students-students helped the students to
understand the vocabulary further than a simple activity of memorization.
Furthermore, feedback process as part of PBA assessed the vocabulary of the
experimental students in a consistent way, looking for timely actions that permitted increasing
their relationship with the new words. The results of this study corresponded with the previous
literature of Wiggins (2012) and demonstrated that ―A great problem in education, however, is
untimely feedback. Vital feedback on key performances often comes days, weeks, or even
months after the performance‖ (p.30). That is why one of the positive effects of applying
feedback process as part of PBA in this study, let the teacher researchers conclude that students‘
vocabulary issues such as absence, de-contextualization, uses, and memorization improved by
tackling them as soon as they appeared.
Feedback assessment helped to enhance appropriate interactions by using the vocabulary
provided during the construction of the oral draft. In addition, the experimental students argued
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that outside of the classroom they started to recognize those new words learnt as soon as they
had contact with the contexts proposed in the classroom. This magnified the importance of using
real life situations in the class designs (See appendix # 4 survey #2)
Graphic 21. Feedback Effects on Vocabulary

Do feedback stages helped to recognize the new vocabulary in similar
contexts/activities outside of the class?
Sometimes

Frequently

Never

Always

0% 0%12%

88%

It is also coherent with the evidence that students recognized the vocabulary not only
inside of the classroom but inside of also when they visited another place. The conversations at
the beginning of the classes set the commonality because they reported the things or places they
recognized.
Finally, one example of the activities proposed was encouraging the student to formulate
similar expressions with the new words and the verb provided by adapting similar environments
to the one set for the class. In here, the comments between students helped them to remind new
words for successful later oral interventions.
6.1.8 Fluency and Coherence
The findings of this study led the pre-service teachers to conclude that feedback process
as part of PBA helped to improve these both skills. Specifically, the feedback stage #3 provided
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a posteriori comparison between the oral draft and the oral performance. This brought the ideas
for setting the assessment required, encouraging the experimental students to be aware of those
ideas of the oral draft. Students followed a structure that helped to organize similar ideas. (See
appendix # 10.1, documents extracted from classes) this structure allows us to locate the
experimental students‘ weaknesses in order to define the path the students had to follow through
the feedback stages.
As soon as the experimental students received formative comments during oral
performances, they started to organize the ideas wrong placed in their speech. It meant they went
back to the structure designed in an attempt to correct the mistakes highlighted. Moreover, the
experimental students found helpful checking their mind-map as part of the oral draft to establish
an order in their speech. Sometimes this provided the opportunity to complement ideas with
some words that students did not take into account in their previous oral interventions.
Finally, pre-service teachers found that after establishing planning strategies to design
and perform skills such as grammar, vocabulary and tense, the experimental students reduced
episodes of silence; hesitation, repetition of the ideas, and even uses of Spanish in their speeches.
Feedback process treated the problems mentioned above performance by performance,
letting the students understand the main reasons of their oral mistakes. It corresponded to the
previous literature from Wiggins (2012) that argued ―The ability to improve one's result depends
on the ability to adjust one's pace in light of ongoing feedback that measures performance against
a concrete, long-term goal‖ (p.38).
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6.1.9 Pronunciation
The results of this study indicated that pronunciation was the Achilles heel of feedback
process as part of PBA. The observation journals and checklists showed that the class time was
not enough to work on pronunciation. Furthermore, the students‘ concentration focused on
improving the production of the other skills. In addition, pre-service teachers understood that it
was not a good idea to overwhelm students with big amount of feedback comments from a single
oral performance.
Enough information about crucial speaking mistakes came up from the experimental
students‘ oral performances. Then, the more assessment provided the more students were stuck
and confused. These results of the study support the Wiggins‘ (2012) research that stated ―Even
if feedback is specific and accurate in the eyes of experts or bystanders, it is not of much value if
the user cannot understand it or is overwhelmed by it.‖ (p.26.) In fact, in the first session,
experimental students made some comments, arguing confusion with many assessing comments,
this made them feel uncomfortable when deciding how to apply the corrective actions.
After the students provided the comments on the second feedback stage, we realized that
the students had to focus less on correcting pronunciation in order to have sufficient time to
stimulate other speaking items such as fluency and self-confidence. Thereby, the experimental
students reduced pauses and long periods of silence while performing orally. It also contributed
to gain more time for assessing other speaking aspects.
The above phenomenon was reflected in the previous literature from Wiggins (2012)
illustrating that ―Although the universal teacher lament that there's no time for such feedback is
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understandable, remember that "no time to give and use feedback" actually means "no time to
cause learning." (p..40)
Likewise, the results of this study indicated that pronunciation was the only shortcoming
effect found after the implementation of the feedback process as part of PBA on the students‘
speaking skills.
6.2 Feedback Process as Part of PBA Vs. Traditional Assessment
With the results of this study, we conclude that Feedback process as part of PBA allows
the development of one single skill such as speaking, while stimulating all the other skills for the
purpose of improving oral production. It means, skills such as reading, writing and listening take
part simultaneously with the formative assessment provided through feedback.
Furthermore, feedback process organized the delivery of the comments, the activities, and
the objectives, acting as a filter. It means comments about vocabulary went to feedback # 1,
comments about grammar went to feedback # 2, comments about oral performance went to
feedback # 3, and general comments went to feedback # 4. It supported the oral performances
about real life situations.
In contrast, the control group was taught with the traditional teaching method. It meant
pre-service teachers had to separate the receptive skills from the productive skills for treating the
general oral production problems noticed during the class sessions.
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Table 13.
Treatment vs. Non-treatment
Feedback process as part of PBA
Full interaction teachers-students, studentsstudents and students-teachers within the same
task
Assessment as feedback for individual students‘
speaking issues. Students with similar
difficulties were grouped and treated together.
Detailed reports of the real oral production level

Interactive oral testing with realistic situations
Formative comments for each speaking skill

Traditional assessment
Limited interaction without
clear ideas about the task
Summative assessment for
improvements in oral
production problems
Short information about causes
of the oral production
problems
Repetative oral testing with
limited and decontextualized
situations.
General explanations for all
the students

The table above was supported by the results that emerged from the checklist and
observation journals results; this revealed the main differences after reviewing both approaches.
In Addition, from the pre and post-test applied on both experimental and control groups,
the scores (See appendix # 8 ) also showed the difference between the students with treatment
and non-treatment, demonstrating that Feedback as part of PBA had successful effects by
improving the students‘ speaking skills in a conversational class at ASE. The scores emerged
from the oral quiz-scoring sheet designed to evaluate each students‘ oral performances (See
appendix #9, students‘ final scores.)
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Table 14.
Extract Of The Scores Of An Experimental Student (See appendix #9)
Student Name:
Student A
Experimental group (PBA)
Vocabulary
Pre-test
2.0
1st term
3.0
2nd term 4.0
final exam 4.0
post test
4.0

Grammar
3.2
3.0
3.5
3.8
4.0

Fluency
2.5
3.2
3.5
4.0
4.0

Pronunciation
2.5
2.5
3.0
3.0
3.0

Coherence
3.0
3.3
4.0
4.0
4.5

final score
2.6
3.0
3.6
3.7
3.9

Table 15.
Extract Of the Scores Of An Control Student
Student Name:
Control group

Pre-test
1st term
2nd term
final
exam
post test

Student A

Vocabulary Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence final score

1.5
2.0
2.0

2.0
2.5
2.5

1.0
2.0
1.5

2.5
2.0
2.5

2.5
3.0
3.5

2.0
2.3
2.5

2.5

2.0

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.5

3.0

2.8

3.0

2.5

3.8

3.0

Those outcomes are consistent with previous literature from Wiggins (2012) that argued,
―use more pre-and post-assessments to measure progress toward these standards, and do the item
analysis to note what each student needs to work on for better future performances.‖ (p.39)
Likewise, we strongly believe that Feedback process is helpful for any EFL
teaching/learning environment for its effectiveness; it is indispensable to establish that EFL
teaching/learning process has its foundations in the real contexts. In addition, we believe that
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feedback process could be expanded to other educational environments because the goal of
teaching languages is to help the learners speak in a different language.
We suggest applying the survey about the students‘ needs because it gives clear ideas
about the facts that motivate the class by opening the door to the students‘ real situation. Then, it
is suitable to state the feedback stages according to the students weaknesses. It provides more
accuracy to apply the activities.
6.2.1 Oral Production Problems
During the implementation of the FP as part of PBA we identified the main oral
production problem in our students after evaluating both experimental and control groups.
The first oral production problem is about lack of vocabulary because when we started
any conversation at class, we noticed the students disoriented. It means they did not have enough
vocabulary to face the teacher or their teammates. It affected the experimental groups until the
second class but the control group faced this problem during the whole process. In fact, we
strongly believe this affect the learners‘ learning because they need to receive a context of the
vocabulary before starting to use it.
The second oral production problem is about misunderstanding grammar because
during the eight classes, control and experimental groups, showed a remarkable difficulty to
understand the grammar expressions and the way the verbs are conjugated. The experimental
group received the suitable assessment. It means they fix their grammar issues class by class,
while the control group did not have enough assessment to understand the connection between
the grammar and the activity they were performing. It affects the learners‘ learning because the
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teacher can continue with the program without a real progress in the students‘ language
proficiency.
The last oral production problem is the lack of practicing speaking activities. The
control students practiced the speaking with short activities because they took almost all the
session time to perform listening, reading and writing activities. It affects the learners‘ learning
because they need to produce and practice the exercises they are performing. With no practice
they have always problems to acquire a foreign language.
6.3 Pedagogical Implications
The results about the treatment of the students‘ personal situation that allows the
feedback process as part of PBA contributes to the field of research because the assessment
increases the importance of the students‘ interventions inside and outside of the classroom in an
attempt to work with the reality. Moreover, it boosts the importance of the students English
language background by evidencing the weaknesses and the strengths when facing the
productive skills. It allows designing better activities to work with regardless of the theories
teachers want to adapt.
Most of the time we listen to people saying ―I can write in English, I can understand what
they said but I cannot speak in English‖ that is why the contribution of linking-up FP and PBA
offers an exceptional opportunity to work with the hardest productive skill with foreign people.
We consider that FP as part of PBA also contributes with the field of research because it
allowed the possibility to analyze an English multi-level course. A course with a variety of ages,
genders and social status impulse us to modify partially the curriculum provided by the
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institution. We tried to continue with the main language features, changing the contexts, the
activities and making a student centered curriculum.
6.3.1 Research Limitations
Even when positive effects were identified in this study, there were some limitations that
affected the application of the feedback process as part of PBA.
To begin with, the lack of didactical material was one of the factors that set back the
steadily development of the teaching act. Due to ASE, we did not count with any technological
resources, such as an audio-visual room or tape recorders to support the English classes in an
attempt to be more didactic and dynamic at the same time. Thus, we had to find our resources,
such as, computers, TV, DVD and so on. The size of the devices and the remoteness of the
school posed the limitation to carry them out every Saturday.
Second, in the lack of teachers‘ knowledge about the important facts of giving feedback,
even when the thesis project started, there was no support from the experts of the University to
understand the topic selected better. Thereby, we found big difficulties when understanding some
complex concepts or about the feedback theories. However, the tutor helped to fix the major
problems of the project successfully but slower than expected.
Then, we found setting the project with curriculums already planned problematic because
most of the language levels set in the ASE curriculum were design with any context provided.
They just showed the language feature and the topics for the class. Even, when conversational
class was the highest level, there were not topics related to conversation.
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Time was a remarkable limitation for this project. Four hours each Saturday were not
enough for the students‘ commitment and the teaching/learning process. In fact, the length of the
classes was reduced each time a problem appeared, such as holiday, students‘ absences and so
on. It set new obstacles to collect the data and to evaluate the students appropriate. Also, all the
participants had demanding realities, where job or education interfered with the English
conversational course.
Finally, we had difficulties with the selection of suitable activities to each students‘
weaknesses. The activities that we found in the books were related to treat general language
situations, such as specific construction of a sentence, specific grammar structure or a list of
vocabulary with the context provided by the author. It set difficulties when designing the
activities because we had to think in a coherent way to stimulate the students‘ progress. Also, it
posed a challenge for us because during the classes we had to re-organize the time being in
conflict with other processes, such as collecting important data for the research, highlighting the
important parts to review and designing more complete feedback comments to students.
6.3.2 Further Research
Taking into account the development of this project, the researchers make
recommendations for further research related to the effects of applying feedback as a part of
PBA on students‘ speaking skills.
Future researchers have to take into account different learning styles in order to design
better feedback from each student‘s ability. Not all the students feel comfortable with the same
methodology. However, feedback process can be adapted for each educational situation. The
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clue lies in be aware of the other learning styles in order to articulate them to the feedback
stages, or in the way you design the activities. For instance, some students did not like a memory
game to learn vocabulary and verbs. They preferred to read a variety of sentences in an attempt
to understand the meaning of the words.
It is also important to re-design the curriculum if leasable; the reason is that a feedback
process as part of PBA has better results when topics and activities related to the students‘ real
life. In fact, if you take into account a responsible use of the mother language, quicker results can
be evidenced during the process implementation. First, you have to design an instrument to
diagnose what topics the students like.
Finally, future researchers can use other alternatives in assessment that improve both
productive and receptive skills by stimulating all of them into the same purpose of learning a
foreign language. In this project, we set previous activities as the oral draft to stimulate the
writing and the reading skills. Then, the productive skills were stimulated by the same oral
performances through the PBA.
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Appendix 2 Checklist (collecting data instruments)

FUNDACION ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA
UNIVERSIDAD DE LA SALLE
ORAL PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 1
CONTROLLED GROUP

X
Level: English Conversational class
Topic:
Class # 1
Achievement
objective
The main goal is
that the Ss gives
his/her personal
information and
ask other their
personal
information

Date:

Student’s name: _______________

AT THE PARTY

Observer:

CHECKLIST
GRAMMAR
The student uses simple present
properly, according to the context
given

123
3

rd

The student place the “S” for 3
person verbs
The student is able to construct
interrogative form in present simple
The student can state activities of
his/her daily routine
The student uses the right present
simple structure for affirmative
sentences
The student uses the right present
simple structure for negative
sentences
VOCABULARY
The student is able to use the
vocabulary words that he/she
already knows
The student uses the new
vocabulary properly in the context
given
The student makes a good word
choice
The student comprehends the new
vocabulary words used by the
teacher and his/her team members
The student involves the new

3
3
3

2

3

3

3

3

3
3

Comments
At first The Ss does not
uses the simple present
properly contextualization
given.
rd
The ss places the “s” for 3
person in all the subjects.
The Ss gets confuse by
trying to construct the
interrogative form
The ss cannot state in a
good way her ideas
The ss gets the use of
present simple after the
teacher contextualized the
group through F # 2
The ss shows confused
while trying to use the
negative form
The ss gets confuse trying
to include the vocabulary
that she already knows
The ss does not understand
the vocabulary thus she
cannot use it properly
As it is the first class, the ss
is not able to make “good”
choises
The ss makes a good effort
to comprehend the
vocabulary uses by thinking
about the context
In this first session is hard
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vocabulary given by the teacher in
feedback #1

for the ss to understand the
grammar and compliment it
with the new vocabulary

PRONUNCIATION
Is clear and understandable
3
The student pronounces the “s” for
rd
3 person verbs
The student can imitate the new
sounds and words that he/ she
heard
The student´s voice projection is
weak
The student speaks in a moderate
speed
The student makes appropriate
pauses in between sentences
FLUENCY
The student articulates the
sentences

The student speaks in a logical
sequence
The student speaks in a relaxed and
confident manner
The student uses Spanish when
he/she gets stuck
The student´s speech is coherent

2

The ss makes and effort to
speak with good
pronunciation
After the feedback, the ss
tries to pronounce it.
Not yet

3

3
3
3

3

3
3
3
3

The ss voice is weak and
her partners cannot hear her
well
The ss speaking is too slow
The ss does not make
appropriate pauses during
her speech
The ss does not understand
the grammar well yet and
gets consused while
articulating sentences
She makes and effort but
her speech is not ready yet
The ss seems anxious
The ss uses a lot words in
spanish to make her idea
clear
Her oral performance is not
coherent yet
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Appendix 2 Checklist (collecting data instruments)

FUNDACION ALIANZA SOCIAL EDUCATIVA
UNIVERSIDAD DE LA SALLE
ORAL PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 1
CONTROLLED GROUP 1

Level: English Conversational class
Student’s name: Daniela Garcia
Topic:
Class # 8
Achievement
objective

Date:

Observer:
CHECKLIST
GRAMMAR
The student uses simple present
properly, according to the context
given
The student remembers to place the
rd
“S” for 3 person verbs
The student can differentiate irregular
verbs from regular verbs
The student is able to construct
interrogative form in future simple
The student can state activities of
his/her real life
The student uses the right past simple
structure for affirmative sentences
The student uses the right future
simple structure for affirmative
sentences
The student combines simple past,
simple present and future simple in an
oral report
VOCABULARY
The student is able to use the
vocabulary words that he/she already
knows
The student uses the new vocabulary
properly in the context given
The student makes a good word choice
The student comprehends the new
vocabulary words used by the teacher
and his/her team members
The student involves the new
vocabulary given by the teacher in
feedback #1
The student demonstrates a broad

123
1

1

Comments
Feedback N° 2 was not used she got
contextualized, great script
Previous feedback N°2, with a memory
game helped to use the S properly.
She clarified doubts

2
1
2

Feedback N° 2 was not used
She was a bit confused with grammar
when implementing more than 3 real
life situations

2
Clear with the first explanation done
1

1

Feedback N°2 just helped to articulate
tenses better. Less anxiety for tenses
and less stress for sentence structure

2
1

Feedback N° 1 was not used.
Formative comments helped

1

1

Continuously interaction demanded by
teachers helped to connect the ideas
faster. through Feedback N°1
Just one word was not clear. No stress
for new words this time

2

She asked about 2 new words not

1
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range of vocabulary on a variety of
general situations.
PRONUNTIACION
Is clear and understandable
rd
The student pronounces the “s” for 3
person verbs
The student can imitate the new
sounds and words that he/ she heard
The student´s voice projection is weak
The student speaks in a moderate
speed
The student makes appropriate pauses
between sentences
The student pronounces the ed in a
proper way
FLUENCY/COHERENCE
The student articulates the sentences
The student speaks in a logical
sequence
The student speaks in a relaxed and
confident manner when speaking to a
group.
The student uses Spanish when he/she
gets stuck
The student´s speech is coherent
The student re-edits his/her speech
during feedback # 3
(oral performance)

provided in the list, so it was a personal
construction
2
2
2
2
3

Too fast

2
1

Feedback N°3 helped her to be aware
when conjugating the regular verbs. No
reluctance to report orally

1

During previous feedback N° 3
coherence was clear

1
He produced something else this time
1
1
1

1

No Spanish at all this time through
Feedback N°3
More confident
She became accustomed to feedback
stages, by the last two classes no
questions about teachers’ comments.
Self-correction, she re-edited her
speech. Never asked about score.
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Appendix 3 Observation journal (collecting data instruments)

Observation Journal # 1

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

DATE: Saturday, April 6th 2013
Class N° 5

Objective:
Improve students’ speaking grammar
and vocabulary through feedback stages
Topic: To tip or not to tip
Contexts given: Waiters or Waitress,
Parking valets, Taxi driver, Porters, and
Bellhops.
Activity: Role play

Issues/Question

Action

El profesor presenta a la
clase el tema de dar o no
dar propina. Los
estudiantes dan sus
impresiones sobre cuando
es justo dar propina y
cuando no. Sin embargo
cuando los estudiantes
relatan lo que piensan, el
profesor evidencia
problemas con el
vocabulario en contexto.
Los estudiantes
desconocen la mayoría de
las expresiones que hacen
referencia a las personas,
sus actividades y los
elementos con los que
interactúan en dicho
contexto.
Por lo tanto, su oral
intervention se reduce a “it
is good to tip a taxi driver
because he is (como digo
un conductor rápido?)” o
expresiones tales como: “I
not buy a gaseosa the
vigilant because he not
open the door fast”
El speaking de los

Luego de analizar que los estudiantes toman muchísimo
tiempo para buscar las palabras apropiadas y mucho
más para involucrarlas en la producción, el profesor
rápidamente crea una lista con el vocabulario en
contexto. Allí las profesiones, los lugares y los
elementos se plasman para darles una fuente confiable
a los estudiantes.
Cada vez que los estudiantes no comprendan como
utilizar una de las palabras o expresiones provistas en la
lista, el docente le acompaña con al menos tres
ejemplos posibles usados en la realidad.
Para el tema gramático se diseñan dos actividades
personalizadas. Gracias al tamaño de los grupos esto es
posible, sin embargo se puede aplicar de una forma más
general eventualmente. Las actividades se aplican de la
siguiente manera.
Las expresiones gramáticas necesitan de muestras
estructurales, acompañadas de ejemplos específicos al
contexto. Por ello, el docente ha preparado una variedad
de ejemplos de la estructura a utilizar por los estudiantes
en el Role play. En este caso ejemplos para usar
(Would) (Present simple)
La segunda actividad emplea ejemplos textuales, donde
los estudiantes confirman la construcción y dan paso a
su propia producción. Allí el docente finiquita la actividad
exigiendo la aplicación del vocabulario ya provisto.
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estudiantes se limita a
expresiones sencillas sin
contexto.
How to solve grammar and
vocabulary issues in order
to improve students´
speaking?

Feedback #1

Feedback #2

Feedback #3

Feedback #4

Los estudiantes tienen contacto con el objetivo de la
clase (diseñar un role play) donde se solicita una
conversación dinámica sobre (to tip or not to tip)
Luego de evidenciar la ausencia de vocabulario para
este tema, el docente utiliza este stage para involucrar
los estudiantes con el nuevo vocabulario. Ejemplos,
interacciones y guía constante por parte del docente
para empezar a crear el script de los estudiantes. El uso
de la lengua materna en este stage es necesaria para
evitar confusiones en los siguientes momentos de
Feedback, sin embargo se ha reducido la constancia y la
necesidad de recurrir a ella.
Este Feedback #2 supone una interacción oral
permanente, como en todo el proceso, entre el docente
y los estudiantes sobre la construcción del script a
utilizar en su oral performance. Además las posibles
incógnitas que los estudiantes puedan tener sobre el
uso gramático que demande la actividad. En este caso,
el Word sentence formation es el aspecto a tener en
cuenta. Los estudiantes ya no se muestran renuentes a
los ejemplos elaborados que proveen los docentes, ni a
la interacción que supone entender de forma organizada
la gramática. Por primera vez en cinco clases los
estudiantes muestran naturalidad al escribir el script.
Los estudiantes ya ejecutando su oral performance
muestran en menor cantidad los errores gramaticales en
cuanto a formación de oraciones. El vocabulario se ha
ampliado en un 40% y la fluidez se eleva. Sin embargo,
todos los estudiantes experimentales necesitaron
replantearse algunas expresiones donde los verbos en
presente simple se conjugan en tercera persona. Esto
ayudó a hacerlos más conscientes de la falencia
Cada vez se necesita en menor grado este stage, los
estudiantes replantean sus intervenciones haciendo que
este assessment sea más general. De hecho se permite
hacer comentarios sobre otro tipo de skills no tratados
durante la sesion. La pronunciación de las palabras es
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un tema a tener en cuenta.

Reflection

Estando en la quinta clase podemos evidenciar una
mejora notoria en los principales speaking skills. Los
estudiantes muestran un comportamiento positivo frente
a los Feedback stage, puesto que ya conocen el
procedimiento. Incluso, las preguntas se hacen más
precisas y la asesoría del profesor llega de manera
rápida. De hecho la motivación por los temas ha
incrementado al ver por ellos mismos que hay una forma
guiada de producir sus propios repertorios.
Un solo estudiante dentro del grupo experimental # 1 se
mostró atento a su propia producción, en vez de estar
netamente atento a los comentarios del docente. Hubo
autocorrección y menos preguntas sobre cómo decir
eventualmente una palabra, argumenta que la memoria
es una herramienta clave para mejorar su speaking,
teniendo en cuenta que se enfrenta a contextos reales y
nuevos en cuanto a producción en una segunda lengua.
El resto de los estudiantes experimentales muestran una
evolución en menor porcentaje. Sin embargo se sienten
más cómodos al preguntar y al probar los elementos
nuevos de vocabulario y gramática con los que cuentan.
3 de 4 estudiantes tienen respuestas positivas a los
formative comments.
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OBSERVATION JOURNAL 7

Objective: Improve students‘ speaking coherence and context
through PBA feedback stages

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Topic: How will you still the diamond?
Contexts given: museum, designing a plan,
Activity: Role play, discussion.

DATE: Saturday, April 20th 2013
Class N° 7

Issues/Question

Action

Los estudiantes en clases previas
demostraron tener un nivel de
coherencia moderado cuando los
temas no varían o cuando no
existe una lista de ideas a
desarrollar. En la clase anterior
notamos como los estudiantes no
lograron maniobrar en alto
porcentaje la combinación de
tiempos gramaticales. Por esa
razón, el profesor ha decidido
implementar una actividad donde
los estudiantes deban tener una
cantidad de ideas considerables
para desarrollar en la
intervención oral. En actividades
previas a la construcción del
script, los estudiantes se vieron
preocupados por no saber cómo
conectar los temas entre sí. Tomó
gran parte de la primera hora de
clase para esperar una
producción reducida y con poca
coherencia. Nuevamente los
estudiantes señalaron sentir
nervios al no conocer el
vocabulario necesario y mucho
menos se imaginaron que tiempo
gramatical utilizar. Entonces
fuimos directo al feedback stage
#1

La clase parece ser llamativa para los estudiantes, ellos saben que el
reto es mayor frente a lo que se les ha pedido en clases anteriores.
Sin embargo, el profesor les ha dejado saber que para esta clase ellos
tendrán una variedad de ideas y ellos tendrán que darle la coherencia
y el contexto pertinente. El diamante se encuentra en un museo, allí,
hay ciertas recomendaciones para poder moverse con tranquilidad
en su afán por robar el diamante. Ellos deben tener en cuenta que
después de cada recomendación se deben diseñar un plan, Y ese
plan debe concordar perfectamente para no romper ninguna regla.
De tal modo, los estudiantes pueden practicar su memoria, su
capacidad de razonamiento y el nivel de lengua que ya han
adquirido, enfocado en una sola actividad, la cual no les permite
solo estar concentrados en la lengua como estructura, si no como un
medio de comunicación y su contenido.

How to improve students´
speaking coherence through PBA
feedback stages?

El profesor utiliza un gran mapa extendido por una de las paredes
del salón. Los estudiantes tienen las reglas del museo y las
recomendaciones para diseñar el plan, plasmadas en trozo de hoja.
Luego, ellos empiezan a diseñar como ya es costumbre su script,
pensando en el oral performance.
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Los estudiantes no conocen el vocabulario de los contextos a
utilizar, y aquellos que tienen mayor nivel siguen desconociendo la
mayoría. Entonces, ya siendo la penúltima clase, los estudiantes
mismos preguntan por el vocabulario, hay demanda de contexto y de
los posibles usos. No hay necesidad de persuadirlos con el tiempo.
Los estudiantes requieren un assessment menor sobre el tiempo
gramatical a usar. Sin embargo se sienten confundidos por tener las
recomendaciones para robar el diamante en inglés y requieren de
una contextualización más amplia. Solo un grupo de los dos
experimentales se comunica la mayoría del tiempo en inglés, siendo
la primera vez en todo el curso. Assessment sobre gramática y
contexto reducido a 10 minutos. En las clases previas se gastaban 25
minutos.
Durante el oral performance se pudo evidenciar dos elementos
positivos y uno negativo en general. Tres de los ocho estudiantes
experimentales siguen preocupados por el aprendizaje de la
conversación por memoria porque detienen su conversación cuando
otro estudiante interactúa de forma espontánea, pregunta o responde
a algo diferente al guion previsto. Los otros 5 estudiantes muestran

Feedback #3

conversaciones más largas con algunos errores, pero bastante fluido
y espontáneo. Por ejemplo
• Estudiante (de memoria): Creo que tenemos que escondernos
detrás de la puerta del baño!
• Estudiante b (espontáneamente): bien, buena idea, pero peligroso
con cuatro guardias en el interior del museo, otra idea mi amigo?
• El estudiante a (de memoria): hmmm, yo, (largos períodos de
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silencio) Hmmm, profesor lo siento, ¿podemos empezar de nuevo?
Inmediatamente el estudiante b trata de continuar con el diálogo
diciendo: ¡Tengo una idea, escondámonos detrás del baúl con ropa
vieja...

Feedback #4

Reflection

Por lo tanto, El assessment brindado a través del Feedback # 3 se
basó básicamente en reorganizar algunas ideas descontextualizadas
y las causas principales expresadas por los estudiantes sobre los usos
del español en sus presentaciones orales por falta de coherencia y
algunos usos mínimos de la lengua materna. La pronunciación,
incluso con palabras ya vistas anteriormente, sigue presentando
problemas.
Un feedback general para los estudiantes depende del performance
individual, sin embargo lo seguimos haciendo grupal gracias a la
equidad del nivel mostrado en el performance. Los comentarios se
enfocaron en pronunciación, practica del discurso evidenciando el
uso de varias ideas, siguiendo una coherencia y la practica continua
con nuevo vocabulario. Se les brindo ejemplos puntuales de cada
intervención oral para corregir los errores, acompañado con
ejemplos diseñados junto al estudiante, los cuales tendrá que
practicar posteriormente y por su cuenta.
Uno de los momentos más importantes en la investigación se pudo
evidenciar en esta clase. Los grupos experimentales, acompañados
cada momento y en menor constancia por el docente, mostraron que
pueden mejorar la coherencia muchísimo más rápido que el
vocabulario y la gramática. Sin embargo, para llegar a la coherencia
en conversación, se necesita tener controlados esos dos skills
previamente. Ya que de esa manera, los estudiantes no se
preocuparan por cómo construir el discurso sino por el sentido que
se le va a dar.
La pronunciación sigue siendo un problema y carece de resultados
positivos mediante el uso de Feedback through PBA.
Los otros speaking skills muestran un desarrollo paralelo, y la
diferencia la muestra cada estudiante, teniendo en cuenta sus
inteligencias y habilidades.
Los estudiantes argumentan que los usos del español se deben a la
ansiedad por reconocer e implementar el nuevo vocabulario u
algunas dudas con las estructuras. Re-editar el oral performance, a
través de los comentarios formativos brindados, realmente ayudan.
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Appendix 10 Observation journal (collecting data instruments)

Observation Journal # 2

CONTROLLED GROUP
DATE: Saturday, April 6th 2013
Class N° 5

Objective:
Improve students’ speaking grammar
and vocabulary
Topic: To tip or not to tip
Contexts given: No context.
Activity: Role play

Issues/Question

Action

El profesor presenta a la
clase el tema de dar o no
dar propina. Los
estudiantes dan sus
impresiones sobre cuando
es justo dar propina y
cuando no. Sin embargo
cuando los estudiantes
relatan lo que piensan, el
profesor evidencia
problemas con el
vocabulario en contexto.
Los estudiantes
desconocen la mayoría de
las expresiones que hacen
referencia a las personas,
sus actividades y los
elementos con los que
interactúan en dicho
contexto.
Por lo tanto, su oral
intervention se reduce a “it
is good to tip a taxi driver
because he is (como digo
un conductor rápido?)” o
expresiones tales como: “I
not buy a gaseosa the
vigilant because he not
open the door fast”
El speaking de los
estudiantes se limita a
expresiones sencillas sin

Los estudiantes reciben por parte del profesor una
instrucción simple sobre la actividad a realizar. El task
principal es un Role play donde ellos puedan demostrar
la forma en la que crean una conversación, dejando
evidencia la aplicación de las instrucciones brindadas
por el docente.
En principio, el docente sugiere utilizar una serie de
listening exercises para proveer el vocabulario y el
contexto. Los estudiantes tienen tres oportunidades de
escuchar cada track para así dar paso a construir su
discurso.
Por otro lado, los estudiantes reciben un texto sobre el
tema. Esto texto es corto y provee a los estudiantes la
estructura que se debe utilizar. Esto para generar un
ambiente comunicativo entre los mismos estudiantes del
grupo controlado.
La ayuda del docente se limita a responder las
preguntas de manera generalizada. Aquellas dudas
sobre gramática, son desarrolladas con un simple
ejemplo y una básica contextualización, haciendo
referencia simplemente a la estructura en cuestión.
Al finalizar la actividad, el docente utilizará la misma
rubrica para evaluar cada estudiante, brindando un
score general sobre la presentación oral, evitando hacer
comentarios puntuales. No se proveerán ejercicios
específicos más que los ya aplicados o las tareas
extracurriculares correspondientes.
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contexto.
How traditional assessment
helps students with
grammar and vocabulary?

Reflection

Los estudiantes, al no recibir comentarios precisos sobre
la construcción del discurso, se sienten inseguros sobre
el tipo de lenguaje y el tipo de contexto al que se
enfrentaran. Por otro lado, no hay correcciones
inmediatas, solo un comentario general al final. Los
estudiantes no entienden muchas de las
recomendaciones que el profesor les brindo. Por lo tanto
y como en todo el curso, han tenido que recurrir al
español para generar comunicación. La frustración es
evidente y no entienden porque los otros grupos tienen
un mejor performance. Por primera vez en el curso, uno
de los estudiantes muestra un avance importante. El
infiere que ha copiado algunos elementos vistos en las
presentaciones previas del grupo experimental.
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Appendix 4. Survey #2

Survey 2
Name ______________________________________________________
Date:_______________________________________________________

Read the statement above and choose the most proper option that you think adjust in
your english learning process.
Try to be honest and precise while you are picking up your option
Questions (1-5 feedback stage # 1) - Questions (6-10 feedback stage # 2) - Questions (11-20
feedback stage # 3) - Questions (21 feedback # 4)- Questions (22-32 general)

1. Do you think feedback stage # 1 provided you with formative comments to improve your
vocabulary level when speaking?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

2. Do you think feedback stage # 1 provided you with formative comments to understand
the task objective for the class?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

3. Did you understand how to correct the oral mistakes with the formative comments given
through feedback stages?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

4. Do you think feedback stage # 1 provided you with formative comments to avoid using
Spanish when performing orally?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

5. Do you think feedback stage # 1 helped you to involve the new vocabulary to your oral
performance?
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A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

6. Do you think feedback stage # 2 provided you with formative comments to improve your
grammar level?
A. Never
7.

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

Do you think feedback stage # 2 provided you with formative comments to associate
real life events to the tense used in class?

A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

8. Do you think feedback stage # 1 and 2 helped you to understand the context for the
activities proposed for the class?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

9. After feedback stage # 2 it is easier for you to design a more complete (pre-oral
production) script with better grammar structure than before?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

10. Did you understand the comments given by teachers about your grammar mistakes?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

11. Do you think during the feedback #3 you lost anxiety and stress while performing orally?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

12. Do you think the interruptions made by teacher during your performance, joined by the
comments provided about your speaking mistakes, helped you to understand your
speaking weaknesses?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

13. Did you remember more the comments made in the feedback #3 than the other
feedback stages?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

14. After feedback stage # 3 it is easier for you to apply the corrections given by the
teacher?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

15. How often you felt your confidence for speaking increased after receiving the comments
made in feedback # 3?
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A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

16. After applying the feedback # 3 was possible for you to self-correct your own speaking
mistakes?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

17. Do you think your pronunciation improved with the comments made in feedback # 3 by
the teacher?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

18. Do you think feedback stage # 3 provided you with formative comments to avoid using
Spanish when performing orally?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

19. After applying the activities proposed in the feedback stage #3 was possible for you to
self-correct your own speaking mistakes?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

20. Did you find useful feedback stages #1 and 3 for adding new vocabulary to your oral
performances?
A.Never

B.Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

21. Do you think the general comments made during feedback # 4 were useful to improve
your speaking skills?
A.Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

22. How often after receiving the feedback process did you expect a score?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

23. After applying the feedback process did you find more important feedback comments
than scores?
A. Never

B. sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

24. After the course do you prefer activities where you have to perform orally in English over
the other kind of activities where you can’t speak?
A. Never

B. sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always
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25. Do you think the feedback process helped you to increase the interaction with the
teacher by using English?

A. Never B. sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

26. After applying the feedback process did you feel motivated to participate more in oral
activities?
A. Never

B. sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

27. How often did you have a conversational class in your previous English levels?
A. Never

B. sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

28. Do you think the formative comments given through feedback stages helped to a better
understanding of your oral mistakes?
A. Never

B. sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

29. Do you think feedback process helped you to understand how to raise appropriate
questions according to your own oral mistakes?
A. Never

B. sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

30. Do you think feedback process helped you to reduce anxiety and increase confidence
when facing oral activities?
A. Never

B. sometimes

C. Frequently

D. Always

31. What oral skill is the most important to carry out an oral performance?

A. Vocabulary

B. Grammar C. Pronunciation

D. Fluency/coherence

32. Did you feel afraid to ask for deeper information in feedback stages?A. At the beginning
performing

B. During receiving comments

C. After comments D .while
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Appendix 5. Pre-Test image adapted from PET exam

Useful words and phrases for speaking
many people are

chairs

made of cane

there are

relaxing

I think

in the background

buildings

Friends

weather

sunny

Warm

husbands

wives

Shorts

light clothes

menu board

Restaurant

outside

meals

a road sign

Westerners

European country

Tourists

they look like

enjoying

Sunglasses

blue

yellow

purses and bags
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Appendix 6 Post-Test image adapted from PET exam

Useful words and phrases for speaking
jacket

in the background

curly hair

blue

brown

Red

coffee

cups

short hair

computer

desktop

ear ring

there is a

there are

Jeans

noting down something

I think

may be

perhaps

shirt

chemist's shop

size of the bottles

interviewer

Questions

sitting

standing

Writing

restaurant

juice container

two
women
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Appendix 7 Survey # 1

*Students’ needs and possible topics to deal with.

According to the following topics, select those you find more interesting. Please take into account those
activities related to your real life that may motivate you.

1) What real life situations would you like to perform in the classroom?
a) Cultural places
b) Moments in family
c) Social interaction
d) Job situations
e) Technology
f) Sports
g) Politics
h) Relationships (love, jealous, emotions)
i) Plans between friends

2) What of the following activities would you like to use to set your conversation?
a) Texts
b) Videos
c) Audios
d) Conversation about personal information (experiences or thoughts)
e) Games
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3) Were you consulted about this kind of information before?
a) Always
b) Sometimes
c) Never
*Results

1) What real life situations would you like to perform in the classroom?

Students' needs
PLANS BETWEEN FRIENDS

15

RELATIONSHIPS (LOVE, JEALOUS, EMOTIONS)

15

POLITICS

2

SPORTS

2

TECHNOLOGY

15

JOB SITUATIONS

7

SOCIAL INTERACTIONS

15

MOMENTS IN FAMILY

13

CULTURAL PLACES

12
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Students' needs

2) What of the following activities would you like to use to set your conversation?

14

16
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STUDENTS NEEDS 2

Título del eje

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Students needs 2

Texts

Videos

Audios

13

10

5

Conversatio
n about
personal
information
(experience
s and
Thoughts)
10

Games

7

3) Were you consulted about this kind of information before?

Students' needs #3

Never

Usually

Always

0

2

4

6

8

10

12
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Appendix 8 (scores of experimental and control groups)
Student Name:
Experimental group (PBA)

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

Pre-test

2.0

3.2

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.6

1st term

3.0

3.0

3.2

2.5

3.3

3.0

2nd term

4.0

3.5

3.5

3.0

4.0

3.6

final exam 4.0

3.8

4.0

3.0

4.0

3.7

post test

4.0

4.0

3.0

4.5

3.9

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

Pre-test

2.5

2.0

1.0

2.5

2.5

1.6

1st term

2.0

2.0

2.5

2.0

3.5

2.4

2nd term

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.0

3.8

3.4

final exam 4.0

3.5

3.5

2.5

3.5

3.4

post test

3.8

4.0

3.0

4.0

3.7

4.0

Student Name:
Experimental group (PBA)

4.0
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Student Name:
Experimental group (PBA)

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

Pre-test

1.5

2.5

1.0

2.0

1.5

1.7

1st term

2.8

3.8

3.0

2.0

3.0

2.9

2nd term

3.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.5

3.2

final exam 3.5

3.5

3.5

3.0

3.5

3.4

post test

3.5

3.5

3.0

3.8

3.5

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

Pre-test

2.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

1.5

2.1

1st term

3.0

3.5

4.0

2.0

4.0

3.3

2nd term

3.0

3.8

3.5

3.0

4.0

3.4

final exam 3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

4.0

3.6

post test

4.0

4.0

3.5

4.5

3.9

3.8

Student Name:
Experimental group (PBA)

3.5
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Appendix 9 Students‘ final scores

Student Name
Experimental group (PBA)

Pre-test
1st term
2nd term
final exam
post test

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

3.0
3.0
3.5
3.8
4.2

3.5
3.5
4.0
3.8
4.0

3.8
3.5
4.0
4.5
4.5

3.5
3.5
3.0
3.8
3.5

34
29
37
38
40

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

1.5
3.0
3.8
4.0
4.0

3.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

2.0
2.0
3.8
4.0
3.8

2.0
3.0
2.5
3.5
3.5

2.3
3.0
3.5
3.8
3.7

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

2.0
3.0
3.5
3.8
3.5

1.5
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.8

2.0
3.8
3.8
4.0
4.0

1.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.0

1.9
3.1
3.3
3.6
3.6

3.0
3.0
4.0
3.5
4.0

Student Name
Experimental group (PBA)

Pre-test
1st term
2nd term
final exam
post test

3.0
3.5
4.0
4.0
4.0

Student Name
Experimental group (PBA)

Pre-test
1st term
2nd term
final exam
post test

3.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
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Student Name:

Tatiana Correal

Controlled group

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence final score

Pre-test

1.5

2.0

1.0

2.5

2.5

2.0

1st term

2.0

2.5

2.0

2.0

3.0

2.3

2nd term

2.0

2.5

1.5

2.5

3.5

2.5

final exam 2.5

2.0

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.5

post test

2.8

3.0

2.5

3.8

3.0

3.0

Student Name:

Gloria Paez

Controlled group

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence final score

Pre-test

1.0

2.0

2.5

1.0

3.0

1.7

1st term

2.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

3.0

2.2

2nd term

2.5

2.5

2.5

1.5

3.0

2.4

final exam 3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

2.3

post test

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.7

3.0
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Student Name:

Juan Andres Baron

Controlled group

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence final score

Pre-test

1.5

2.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.4

1st term

1.5

2.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.4

2nd term

1.5

2.0

2.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

final exam 1.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.2

post test

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

2.0

Student Name:

Luis Carlos Gomez Rodriguez

Controlled group

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence final score

Pre-test

1.5

2.0

2.0

1.0

2.5

1.8

1st term

1.5

2.0

2.0

1.5

3.0

2.0

2nd term

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

2.6

final exam 2.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

2.6

post test

2.5

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.8

3.0
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Student Name

Edison Valdes

Controlled group

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

Pre-test

2.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

2.0

1.8

1st term

2.0

1.5

1.0

3.5

1.5

1.9

2nd term

2.5

2.5

2.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

final exam 2.5

1.5

1.5

3.5

2.0

2.2

post test

3.5

2.0

3.0

2.0

2.7

3.0

Student Name

Lady Salazar

Controlled group

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

Pre-test

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.0

3.0

2.6

1st term

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.5

3.0

2.7

2nd term

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.5

2.7

final exam 3.0

2.5

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.9

post test

2.8

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.5

3.0
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Student Name

Emanuel David Santos

Controlled group

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

Pre-test

2.0

3.0

2.0

2.5

3.0

2.5

1st term

2.5

3.0

2.0

2.5

2.5

1.4

2nd term

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.8

final exam 3.0

3.5

2.0

2.8

2.5

2.7

post test

3.0

2.5

3.0

2.0

2.8

3.5

Student Name

Jaime Angulo

Controlled group

Vocabulary

Grammar

Fluency

Pronunciation Coherence

final score

Pre-test

3.0

3.0

4.0

2.0

3.5

3.1

1st term

3.0

3.5

3.0

2.0

3.5

3.0

2nd term

3.0

3.5

3.0

2.0

3.5

3.0

final exam 3.5

3.0

3.5

2.0

3.8

3.1

post test

3.5

3.8

2.0

3.5

3.2

3.5
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Appendix 10.1 Documents Extracted From Classes
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Appendix10.2 Mind Map – Drafting Ideas (documents extracted from the classes)
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Appendix 10.3 Class activity
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